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ABSTRACT

Thriving in a Fortune 500 Company: A case study of Grit, Resilience, and Employee Perceptions

by

April V. Pack

A qualitative case study was conducted to document 12 employees’ perceptions of thriving in a Fortune 500 Company. The case study enabled the researcher to explore the perceptions of thriving among employees with varying levels of grit and resilience using maximum variation sampling strategy. The grit and resilience of these employees had been previously measured through a 14-item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile and a 10-item Grit Gauge (GG) assessment. Through analysis of interviews, concept maps, and a ranking exercise the researcher was able to identify the most critical factors that lead to thriving in the Fortune 500 Company. The factors include: positive connections, support of family, support of co-workers and others, shared passion, a sense of resolve and determination, and time for self and others. Additional findings from the research were documented and recommendations were made for leaders of corporate organizations and for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The State of American Workplace Report identified that 70% of workers in the United States (U.S) are not satisfied in the workplace; these employees are emotionally disconnected from their work environment and are less productive than their engaged peers (Gallup, 2012). Corporate leaders are seeking ways to improve turnover rates, engagement, and productivity within the workforce (Wanburg & Banas, 2000). Additionally, workplace environments continue to face rapid changes that can be observed through increases in restructuring, due to issues of economic uncertainty (Gallup, 2012).

Resilience is defined as the process of growing during a disruptive, stressful, or challenging life event in a way that provides the individual with skills that did not exist prior to the disruptive event (Richardson, Neiger, Jensen, & Kumpfer, 1990). Individuals who are resilient are able to sustain performance and recover quickly from negative circumstances (Davis, Luecken, & Lemery-Chalfant, 2009). Grit is defined as the demonstration of perseverance and passion in pursuit of a long-term goal (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007). Individuals demonstrating grit are more likely to be engaged with their work than other individuals (Suzuki, Tamesue, Asahi, & Ishikawa, 2015). Thus, building the attributes of resilience and grit in employees is an important factor that increases adaptability to change and creates a thriving and productive workforce (Lewis, 2014).

The attributes of resilience and grit are important determinants of success and are associated with adaptive, productive, and engaged organizations (Strycharczyk & Elvin, 2014). Resilience and grit are better trait predictors of success than social intelligence, good looks,
physical health, or intelligence quotient (Duckworth, 2016). Many teachers are now working to teach resilience and grit to their students to improve both grade point averages (GPAs) and graduation rates (Cassidy, 2015; Dweck, Walton, & Cohen, 2014).

Dweck (2006) asserts that resilience and grit are dynamic as opposed to static traits; these attributes in a person can deplete or grow based on the mindset of the individual. Organizational scholars are likewise studying resilience and grit in business and industry settings. Researcher and author Peter Clough describes the type of grit and resilience needed for organizations in the 21st century as, “the difference between gritting your teeth in the face of adversity and change and welcoming change and embracing all opportunities in a tough situation” (Strycharczyk & Clough, 2014, p. 1).

In addition to grit and resilience, the topic of thriving has been researched extensively in the discipline of higher education. Schreiner (2010) defined thriving as, “being fully engaged emotionally, socially and intellectually and experiencing a sense of psychological well-being and community that contributes to success and persistence” (p. 4). Schreiner (2010) linked the topic of thriving and greater psychological well-being to academic success and higher graduation rates for college students (Schriener, 2010). Thriving is a distinct construct that includes, (1) engaged learning, (2) academic determination, (3) positive perspective, (4) diverse citizenship, and (5) social connectedness. These constructs were used to develop interventions in higher education that led to improvements in educational environments where students not only survived, but thrived. These interventions focused on individual students, the classroom experiences, and in the development of programs available at educational institutions (Schriener, 2010).
In addition to research on thriving in higher education settings, other scholars have examined the concept of thriving within corporate settings (Carucci, 2015; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012). The financial influence of thriving employees is significant; in an organization with 1,000 workers, thriving employees cost their employers $1.8 million less every year (Robison, 2010). Despite the importance of thriving, corporate leaders in organizations are not providing thriving conditions for their employees (Carucci, 2015).

There is a paucity of empirical research surrounding the link between the traits of resilience and grit within the construct of thriving. Data from recent studies may be used to develop correlations between the traits of grit and resilience with student success, professionalism, and the construct of thriving (Arouty, 2015; Broering-Jacobs, 2016; Schreiner, 2010). More research is needed to understand the corporate experience for employees with differing grit and resilience levels; particularly, little research exists that provides a rich description of how employees thrive in the workplace.

**Statement of the Problem**

Organizations with thriving employees are more successful organizations (Diner & Seligman, 2004; Rosales, 2017). Few research studies have examined the traits of grit and resilience as they relate to the construct of thriving at work. One way to examine how employees thrive professionally is to select individuals with differing levels of grit and resilience and develop a line of inquiry about what it means to thrive at work. A case study of individuals working within the same corporate organization but possessing differing levels of grit and resilience will provide rich insight into workplace perceptions of thriving within that unique organization. These results will be useful for training, professional development, and
advancement within the organization and can be transferred with case contextual consideration for use by organizational scholars such as organizational psychologists, workplace climate researchers, and scholars engaged in the study of non-cognitive attributes of success. Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative case study is to describe the ability to thrive at work for current employees in a Fortune 500 company in New Jersey. For the purpose of the study, ability to thrive at work was defined as:

1) Individual factors related to a growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010);

2) Relational factors related to social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010); and,

3) Organizational factors related to engaged learning through professional development opportunities, coaching, feedback, defined purpose, and well-being (Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012; Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007).

Research Questions

The following overarching research questions guided the study:

1. How do participants describe the individual factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?
2. What relational factors do participants describe as important for their ability to thrive at work?
3. How do participants describe the organizational factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?
Significance of the Study

“Seventy-five percent of middle managers in the U.S. have opted for peace and pay” (Quinn, 1996, p. 20). Peace and pay is when an employee works only to maintain the status quo, keeps his or her head down throughout the day, arrives at 9 and leaves by 5, and is risk averse (Quinn, 1996). This type of behavior is detrimental to an organization. According to the Gallup Organization disengaged employees cost the U.S. an estimated 500 billion dollars over the past 15 years (Adkins, 2015).

Engaged employees who are thriving at work are more productive, show up for work on time each day, go above and beyond the call of duty, attract other committed employees, and possess a long-term commitment to the organization (Spreitzer & Porath, 2012). Additionally, managers of thriving employees reported that thriving employees perform 16% better overall than other employees. In the study thriving employees self-reported 125% less burnout than their colleagues and expressed a higher level of commitment to the organization and greater satisfaction levels with their jobs (Spreitzer & Porath, 2012).

The present research study is significant in that it builds upon the body of knowledge regarding corporate employees who demonstrate grit and resiliency and seeks to understand how employees with varying levels of grit and resilience scores describe their ability to thrive in the work environment. In addition, the results of this study provide insights related to the development of interventions that foster the mindset expanding traits of grit and resilience and therefore improve the percentage of employees who are thriving in the work environment of a corporate organization.
Definition of Terms

The following terms are defined for the purpose of this study:

1. Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile. The AQ is an, “oppositional, scale-based, forced-choice questionnaire designed to gauge an individual’s resilience — that is, his or her capacity to respond constructively to difficulties — by eliciting his or her hardwired response pattern to a broad range of adverse events” (Stoltz, 1997, p. 9).

2. Concept. A concept is used for the development of a concept map in research - a main idea that is designated by a chosen word (Novak & Canas, 2008; Novak & Gowin, 1984).

3. Concept map. Concept maps are graphical tools used to demonstrate knowledge between concepts through propositions and meaningful relationships that can be arranged in hierarchical order with the inclusive concepts at the top and less inclusive concepts arranged at the bottom (Novak & Canas, 2008; Novak & Gowin, 1984).

4. Grit. Grit is defined as perseverance and passion in pursuit of a long-term goal (Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007).

5. Grit Gauge (GG). The present study included participant results from the 10-item Grit Gauge (GG) where grit was defined as, “The capacity to dig deep and do whatever it takes—even sacrifice, struggle, and suffer—to achieve the most worthy goals in the best ways” (Stoltz, 2015, p. 49).

6. Growth mindset. Growth mindset is defined as a mindset that will perceive a challenge as an opportunity to learn rather than an obstacle to overcome (Dweck, 2006).

7. Resilience. Resilience is defined as the process of growing during a disruptive, stressful, or challenging life event in a way that provides the individual with skills that did not exist prior to the disruptive event (Richardson, Neiger, Jensen, & Kumpfer, 1990).
8. Thriving. Schreiner (2010) defined thriving as, “being fully engaged emotionally, socially and intellectually and experiencing a sense of psychological well-being and community that contributes to success and persistence” (p. 4).

9. Thriving Factors. The present research study included the following defined factors of thriving: 1) individual factors related to a growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010); 2) relational factors related to social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010); and, 3) organizational factors related to engaged learning through professional development opportunities, coaching, feedback, defined purpose, and well-being (Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012; Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007).

**Limitations and Delimitations**

Every study, no matter how well it is developed and conducted, has limitations (Simon & Goes, 2013). Research studies have limitations that are out of the control of the researcher and also delimitations that the researcher can control (Patton, 2002). There were three main limitations and two delimitations in the present study related to grit, resilience, and thriving in a corporate setting.

The first limitation was the appropriateness of the definition and the constructs used to measure and describe thriving. The researcher assumed that the constructs of grit, resilience, and thriving have been empirically measured and adopted two instruments for sorting and selecting individuals in the interviews. The instruments used to measure grit and resiliency had been administered to employees prior to the present study; the corporation deemed the tools as valid and reliable instruments, and results were used to select individuals to participate in this case study. It is possible that different grit and resilience inventories would have yielded different
results thereby placing individuals into different categories for the maximum variation sampling strategy. Additionally, this study relied upon the use of self-reported data from the participants who agreed to be in the study. Therefore, the trustworthiness of findings is dependent on levels of self-awareness, openness, and honesty of study participants. It was further assumed that the participants responded to the prescreening grit and resilience instruments honestly, as well as provided honest answers during the interviews.

This study was delimited to participants in a single corporate organization who previously participated in the completion of the 14 item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile and the 10 item Grit Gauge (GG). Employees who had not completed both instruments were excluded from the option to participate. Additionally, participants who volunteered to be part of this research study had also received their AQ and GG scores prior to the interviews. One delimiting factor could be selection bias where participants in the organization who perceived their scores to be above average with regard to resiliency and grit were more likely to volunteer to participate in the interviews. The results of this qualitative case study are not generalizable and care should be taken when transferring findings from this study to other employees within the organization or to other corporate settings. Despite these limitations and delimitations, this research is important to expand the field of scholarship related to understanding linkages between grit, resiliency and thriving within corporate settings.

**Overview of the Study**

This study includes five chapters. Chapter 1 establishes the need and importance of this study by including an introduction to the study, a statement of the problem, research questions related to the purpose, significance of the study, definition of relevant terms used within the research, and limitations and delimitations of the study. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature
related to the concepts of grit, resiliency, and the linkages to thriving in both higher education and in corporate organizations. This chapter includes six research areas as follows: Grit and Resilience as a Predictor of Success and Achievement, Facilitating Growth of Grit and Resilience, Thriving in Health and Education Settings, Thriving as a Predictor of Success and Retention, Linkages of Grit, Resilience and Thriving, and Thriving in the Corporate World.

Chapter 3 outlines the methodology including the instruments, participants, collection of data and data analysis. Chapter 4 is the presentation of data, including findings from the interviews, concept map, rating exercise, and coding of data. Chapter 5 is the summary of the research, conclusions, identified interventions, and recommendations for further research.
CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this qualitative case study is to describe the ability to thrive at work for current employees in a Fortune 500 company in New Jersey. For the purpose of the study, ability to thrive at work was defined as: 1) individual factors related to a growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010); 2) relational factors related to social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010); and, 3) organizational factors related to engaged learning through professional development opportunities (Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012). In the synthesis and analysis of relevant literature examining grit and resiliency and the connection of these characteristics to thriving, the following themes within the related fields of research emerged: Grit and Resilience as a Predictor of Success and Achievement, Facilitating Growth of Grit and Resilience in Students and Corporate Employees, Linkages of Grit, Resilience and Thriving, Thriving as a Predictor of Success and Retention, Thriving in Health and Education Settings, and Thriving in the Corporate World.

Grit and Resilience as a Predictor of Success and Achievement

Grit is a predictor of academic success and achievement in various studies. “Why do some individuals accomplish more than others of equal intelligence?” (Duckworth, et al., 2007, p. 1087). In answer to the question of why some people achieve more, while others do not, even when all things are equal Duckworth et al. (2007) argued that there are some characteristics common among all successful people and one of these characteristics is grit. Duckworth developed and validated a self-report instrument called the Grit Scale. The scale was used in six different studies to associate grit with factors such as educational attainment, age, cumulative
grade point average (GPA), retention during basic training at West Point, graduation rates for West Point, and advancement to higher rounds in the National Spelling Bee. The results of these six studies found grit to be a significant variable in success outcomes (Duckworth et al., 2007). Specifically, in the West Point study Duckworth and Quinn (2009) analyzed data from 1,248 cadets and found that grit predicted completion of the academy’s rigorous summer training program better than the Whole Candidate Index. The Whole Candidate Index is comprised of: one’s weighted high school rank, SAT score, involvement, and physical exercise evaluation. This index is used for admission into West Point. The researchers concluded that “grittier West Point cadets were less likely to drop out during their first summer of training” (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009, p. 173).

In another study the influence of grit and resilience was examined related to the success of doctoral students in an online program. Success was measured using three criteria: number of courses completed, current GPA, and the completion of a dissertation defense (Cross, 2013). Cross found a significant positive correlation between grit and resilience and the GPA of female students and positive correlation between grit and age. Cross concluded that older female students possessed the highest levels of grit and resilience and the greatest success rate in the online doctoral program overall.

Student academic performance has been found to be the best indicator of student graduation rates. The factors of grit and resilience were analyzed to determine whether these traits may also significantly predict first-year academic performance. Chang studied whether grit and resilience would predict academic performance over other predictors such as gender, race, high school GPA, and standardized admission (ACT/SAT) test scores (Chang, 2014). Findings
included that the trait of persistence, as a subset of grit, was statistically significant with first year GPA of students over and above all predictor variables.

Strayhorn (2014) studied the importance of grit in predicting grades of black males attending a predominantly white educational institution. Black males leave higher education before completing the degree at a rate much higher than black females and all other races (National Urban League, 2007). This research represented an important extension of grit research in predicting academic success for black male college students. Prior research had examined grit for other samples such as adolescents, females, and adults. Strayhorn concluded that “counselors might do well to consider formulating policies that incorporate non-cognitive assessments, such as Grit-S, in addition to traditional admission criteria (e.g., GPA, ACT), especially if such policies are designed to recruit racially diverse students who will earn good grades in college” (Strayhorn, 2014 p. 7).

In terms of success in business and the corporate world related to grit and resilience, minimal research exists. In a study of 328 corporate leaders, Parthasarathy and Chakraborty (2014) found that grit emerged as a dominant trait among a list of important leadership traits leading to success. The authors recommended that grit should be measured in potential leaders as a part of the hiring process to serve as a filter to enable the success of a new leader. This study serves to extend research regarding grit as an essential leadership trait in the corporate world.

Stoltz (2015) conducted a study including 684 global leaders. Grit emerged as the most important trait in achieving success in leaders’ response to more difficult and complex assignments and the more tasks to complete (Stoltz, 2015). In an interview Dr. Stoltz made the following statement regarding grit, “We live in uncertain and adversity rich times, therefore,
leaders are required to possess and lead with exceptional grit and resilience to produce impressive results in such challenging contexts” (Arceo-Dumlao, 2016, p.6).

In addition to the research related to grit, Stoltz developed the Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile. The AQ Profile is a statistically valid and reliable tool used to measure and assess resilience. The tool is currently used at Harvard for both the Business School Executive Development Program and the Master of Business Administration (MBA) program (Cogswell, 2016). The profile has been used with over 500,000 people globally. The tool is used most often for recruitment and selection of the most resilient employees. Hiring the most resilient employees has helped organizations minimize the risk and expense associated with new hire turnover (Venkatesh & Shivaranjani, 2015). Each of these studies demonstrates how the traits of grit and resilience are important in predicting success, whether pursuing a degree, completing basic training at West Point, participating in a Spelling Bee, beginning a new job or leading a corporate organization. As the traits of grit and resilience are highly desirable, companies and organizations are seeking ways to facilitate the growth of grit and resilience in others.

**Facilitating Growth of Grit and Resilience in Students and Corporate Employees**

Some students are simply not satisfied with good grades and want to continue to understand, learn, and succeed. Deliberate practice is used by these students to help improve, achieve, and pursue ambitious goals. Additionally, leaders in corporate organizations are facing stressful demands and being asked to prevail amongst chaos. In order to continue to lead organizations successfully, corporate leaders are challenged to build new skills including grit and resilience. Grit and resilience are traits demonstrated through research to be critical for student success and retention and for corporate leaders to be able to succeed despite the fast pace of
change; therefore, facilitating growth of grit and resilience in both students and corporate employees is essential.

**Students**

While recent research has been used to demonstrate that grit matters for success in life, little is known about how to best foster grit. Duckworth said, “I think grit can be taught, but I don't think we have enough evidence to know with certainty that we can. Part of the problem is figuring out how to assess grit. These things are really hard to measure with fidelity” (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009, p. 169).

Seligman (2006, 2007) argues that optimism is a skill that can be taught by changing how we view the setbacks we encounter in life. Optimism generates resilience and optimists succeed. Resilience is dependent upon the explanations that people were giving themselves when faced with adversity. Given equal talent and drive, optimists succeed where pessimists are forever apprehensive (Seligman, 2006, 2007).

Dweck described a growth mindset as; “the belief that basic abilities can be developed through dedication and hard work”, and this is the starting point to build grit and resilience (Dweck, 2006, p.7). Dweck’s studies on growth mindset have shown that individuals who embrace challenges as opportunities to learn, versus as obstacles to overcome, will enable constructive thoughts that yield persistence. This persistence or tenacity has been shown to have a positive impact on academic achievement (Lechner, 2017). Mindset is not a fixed quality but is learned from both experience and instruction. Intervention studies have shown that by teaching a growth mindset important elements such as motivation, perseverance, achievement, and resilience can be increased (Dockterman & Blackwell, 2014).
Several studies have been completed to measure the perceived growth of grit and resilience following participation in programs focused on changing mindsets from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. Duckworth administered two different surveys to a sample of 45 early and middle adolescents prior to students attending a week-long program and then after attendance. The purpose of the study was to explore the impact of the program on the student’s perception of grit and resilience. The surveys used in the study were the Grit Scale (Duckworth, 2007) and the pre and post Resiliency Scale for Children and Adolescents (Prince-Embury, 2008). The results from this mixed method research revealed a statistically significant difference in the student’s self-perception of grit preprogram compared to the self-perception of grit post program. Additionally, the results showed significant differences between the student’s resilience scores post program versus preprogram, particularly in the areas of optimism, self-efficacy, adaptability, and comfort. The findings from the study supported the tenant that both grit and resilience can be taught (Gamel, 2014).

Corporate Employees

Resilient employees perform well under pressure, deal effectively with change, and do not focus on barriers or failures. Resilient employees look toward the future, maintain their productivity through uncertainty, and have fun despite everyday work life frustrations (Vitality, 2013). Managers have a responsibility to help facilitate resilience among team members. Research from the Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP) shows the following management actions can build resilience among team members: 1) provide clarity of purpose, 2) nurture trust, 3) understand workload, 4) encourage autonomy, and 5) encourage team cohesion (Vitality, 2013).
There are four stages for facilitating grittiness in individuals. These stages are: interest, practice, purpose, and hope (Duckworth, 2016). Applying these stages as insights into building grit within organizations and teams can create high or improved performance (Duke, 2017). Duke suggests that organizational leaders should recruit or hire people with deep interest in the tasks of the job, establish disciplined practices to ensure that teamwork is accomplished effectively as a team, remind the team or organization of its purpose frequently, and create and celebrate small wins for the organization or team (Duke, 2017).

Milana Hogan, a Chief Legal Recruiting and Professional Development Officer, identified a link between grit and successful female attorneys. This research has been used to develop the Grit Project (Ward, 2017). The Grit Project was created by the American Bar Association (ABA) Commission on Women in the Profession. It was created for bar associations, law firms, corporate legal departments, and women attorneys to provide the resources needed for assessing, training, developing, and educating grit and growth mindset science (Hightman, Hogan, & Larkin-Wong, 2017). Findings indicated a strong statistically significant positive correlation between grit and success in women attorneys from 200 law firms. Findings indicated that grit helps to enable success rather than serves as an outcome of success (Hightman et al., 2017). Additionally, growth mindset characteristics were demonstrated by the most successful women attorneys, especially when they had challenging workplace situations to overcome such as responding to negative feedback, keeping pace with the workload, and the volume of work. This research contributes to the limited research that currently exists regarding the facilitation of growth of grit and resilience in corporate employees and provides another example of how the traits of grit and resilience can predict success over other variables. In
addition to studies about fostering growth and resilience, scholars have examined how the two traits are linked to the construct of thriving.

### Linkages of Grit, Resilience, and Thriving

The concept of thriving occurs when a person experiences a traumatic or stressful event in life and gains from the experience by applying that gain to new experiences in a consistent way (Carver, 1998). The nature of this gain is attributed to three conceptualizations that include: skills and knowledge gain, confidence gain, or strengthened personal relations gain (Carver, 1998). Additionally, Carver clarifies a link between grit and resilience to thriving where thriving was recognized as growth that happens in a situation where growth would be unexpected; rather, thriving happens when the opposite of growth would have been the predictable outcome.

A significant positive relationship is established between grit, resilience, and psychological well-being (Vinothkumar & Prasad, 2016). The concepts of well-being and thriving are used synonymously in various studies related to positive psychology (Bergland & Kirkevold, 2001; King & Benson, 2006). Additionally, there are research studies with findings that support a direct relationship between psychological well-being and grit (Salles, Cohen, & Mueller, 2014; Seligman, 2011; Singh & Jha, 2008). Resilience is a predictor of life satisfaction, and people with high levels of grit possess a resilient nature (Vinothkumar & Prasad, 2016). A strong positive correlation was found between grit and resilience which is consistent with a study showing a positive correlation between motivational resilience and engagement in work (Skinner, Pitzer, & Brule, 2014). Identifying linkages between grit, resilience, and thriving are important because it follows that a person’s growth in grit and resilience is achieved, that person’s ability to thrive can be realized.
The studies of resilience provide greater understanding and insight to the literature of thriving or how human strength comes to life through trials and tribulations. Additionally, linking the concepts of grit, resilience, and thriving provides a way to articulate how some people, despite their trials (or maybe because of them), have the ability to live, work, play, and embrace an abundant life (Ryff & Singer, 2003). Understanding how grit, resiliency, and thriving are linked provides researchers with a basis for articulating some of the human conditions needed to live life abundantly. Thriving has been linked to grit and resilience. Furthermore, the construct of thriving been used to understand the success and retention of college students.

**Thriving as a Predictor of Success and Retention**

Recent economic challenges in higher education have increased interest in research and interventions or recommendations for improving student retention and improving the overall effectiveness of the educational institution. Institutions of higher education that commit to achieving distinction in student success are more likely to survive, and even thrive, in times of challenging economics (Kuh, Kinzie, Schuh, Whitt, & Associates, 2005). In order for a student to have a successful experience in college, researchers have found it takes more than good grades and graduation. A college student who is thriving experiences a higher level of psychological well-being and a sense of belonging to a community that enables him or her to have persistence to graduate and gain the maximum benefit from the overall college experience (Bean & Eaton, 2000).

Howell (2009), investigated the relationship between flourishing and academic functioning in a study of 397 undergraduate students at a university. Results from the study indicated that flourishing was positively related to academic success (Howell, 2009).
Flourishing research has been studied primarily in medical studies of adolescents and the elderly and the concept of flourishing does not contain academic elements needed to understand college students. Therefore, the term thriving was used to describe what it means to flourish in the context of higher education (Howell, 2009).

Researchers in higher education have conducted numerous studies related to student success and retention. Understanding the reasons students leave prior to graduation and gaining new insights into the factors impacting dropout lead to more focused solutions (Braxton, 2000). Schreiner, Pothoven, Nelson, and McIntosh, (2009) studied thriving as a predictor of success and retention for college students. In this research thriving was explored through three key areas found to contribute to student success and retention: 1) academic engagement and performance, 2) interpersonal relationships, and 3) intrapersonal well-being (Schreiner et al., 2009). The sample included 4,602 college student responses using the Thriving Quotient instrument. Findings indicated that thriving was significantly correlated with several important outcomes including: “intent to graduate, perceived institutional fit, college grades, and willingness to choose the institution again if given the opportunity” (Schreiner et al., 2009, p. 13). The findings were used to confirm that thriving is a predictive construct for identifying the specific experiences leading to student’s success in college.

Researchers have recognized the role that non cognitive psychosocial components contribute to the successful outcome of students (Bowman, 2010; Palmer & Strayhorn, 2008; Robbins et al., 2004). These psychosocial components can be developed and applied as workable interventions to enable a higher percentage of college students to succeed and thrive in higher education (Schreiner, McIntosh, Cuevas, & Kalinkewicz, 2013).
An example of a study examining the non-cognitive psychosocial components was conducted by Schreiner et al. in 2013. The researchers tested the psychometric properties of the Thriving Quotient instrument that was developed using both the psychological models of retention (Bean & Eaton, 2000) and theories of flourishing (Keyes & Haidt, 2003). The researchers examined the instrument’s reliability and predictive validity for student success in the areas of academic engagement and performance, psychological well-being, and interpersonal relationships (Schreiner et al., 2009). The results of the study to test the psychometric properties of thriving determined that some common campus environment predictors of success, such as student and faculty interactions and student involvement in campus activities, contribute to student success and the ability to thrive in college. The authors concluded that gauging student success solely on common success indicators such as grade point average (GPA), intelligence quotient (I.Q.), or test scores will not capture the full picture of student success nor predict student retention (Schreiner et al., 2013). In addition to studies that use thriving as a predictor of college student success and retention, thriving has also been examined by scholars in other health and education settings such as the college student experience, elderly in nursing homes, and adolescents in development.

Thriving in Health and Education Settings

“Thriving represents the dynamic and bi-directional interplay of a person intrinsically animated and energized by discovering his/her specialness, and the developmental contexts (people, places) that know, affirm, celebrate, encourage, and guide its expression” (Benson & Scales, 2009, p. 87). Thriving in college is defined as being “fully engaged intellectually, socially, and emotionally in the college experience” (Schreiner, 2010, p. 4).
The Thriving Quotient contains five scales. The scales or constructs of thriving are “engaged learning, academic determination, positive perspective, social connectedness, and diverse citizenship” (Schreiner, 2010, p. 1964). Scores from the Thriving Quotient have been used to predict grade point averages, intent to graduate, fit at the institution, overall satisfaction, perception of the value of tuition, and learning gains (Schreiner et al., 2009). Schreiner conceptualized thriving based on the psychological well-being constructs that were recommended from research on flourishing and also added elements critical to success for college students, such as “academic engagement, self-regulated learning, goal-setting, effort regulation, openness to differences, citizenship, and the experience of a psychological sense of community on campus” (Schreiner et al., 2009, p. 4).

Other theoretical perspectives and approaches to thriving can be found in the work of researchers Bergland and Kirkevold. These researchers studied three different theoretical perspectives related to thriving among the elderly in nursing homes. These perspectives are: 1) thriving as an outcome of growth and development, 2) thriving as an emotional state, and 3) thriving as an expression of physical health state (Bergland & Kirkevold, 2001). In the study, the link between thriving and resilience highlighted the importance of understanding factors impacting resilience. In terms of choosing the most closely related constructs of the three theoretical approaches for the research, shortcomings were indicated related to the phase of life of the group and the scale of importance of the health related aspects of the participants of the study (Bergland & Kirkevold, 2001). A suggestion for further investigation and study of the most relevant elements related to resilience and thriving for this elderly population was to develop useful concepts and provide recommendations for thriving in this specific nursing home environment.
Scholars have identified five concepts that can be used to describe the characteristics of a positively developing young person (Lerner et al., 2006). When young people demonstrate five characteristics (5 C’s) in development, they are considered to be thriving (Learner, Dowling, & Anderson, 2003). The five characteristics are cognitive and behavioral competence, confidence, positive social connections, character, and caring (Eccles & Gootman, 2002). Examining differences by demographic background led to the conclusion that any attempt to find general indicators of thriving across racial, socioeconomic status, cultural, religious, or ethnic groups may prove to be futile (Lerner et al., 2006). The settings of health education provide rich opportunities to explore the construct of thriving as health and well-being are key foci areas of these settings. Research has also been conducted in corporate settings related to thriving and employee satisfaction.

**Thriving in the Corporate World**

The right work environment can enable employees to thrive and therefore positively contribute to employee health and well-being (Harter, Schmidt, & Keyes, 2003). Thriving is related to important outcomes for both the individual and for the organization. These outcomes include: self-development, health, performance, contagion to others, and spillover to home life (Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Harvard researchers, Spreitzer, and Porath, along with research partners at the Ross School of Business’s Center for Positive Organizational Scholarship, worked to find factors that would enable personal performance improvement, along with sustainable organizational performance. The term “thriving workforce” was used to describe employees who went beyond being satisfied and productive (Spreitzer & Porath, 2012, p. 3). These employees were engaged and energized, they avoided personal burnout and worked to develop a plan for the future of the organization. Two components of thriving were identified in the study:
vitality and learning. Vitality was described as, “the sense of being alive, passionate, and excited” (Spreitzer & Porath, 2012, p. 4). Learning was described as the “growth that comes from obtaining new knowledge and skills” (Speitzer & Porath, 2012, p. 4).

Some employees naturally thrive, bringing learning and vitality into work every day. These are the types of employees that organizations should seek out when hiring. Other employees need motivation and inspiration to release and maintain enthusiasm and to thrive. The research was used to identify four methods for developing a thriving work environment. These methods are: empowering employee decision-making, sharing and informing, minimizing discourteous behavior, and providing on-going feedback (Speitzer & Porath, 2012). Each of these methods build on each other and, therefore, work together to enable vitality and learning for an engaged organization. The Gallup Organization found that engaged organizations outperform others in regard to profitability, absenteeism, turnover, productivity, and customer ratings (Rosales, 2017).

Another similar research study, the Kelly Global Workforce Index, brought together insights from over 120,000 respondents representing 31 countries. The study respondents were asked what could be done to help build engagement and thriving at work. The top three responses were (1) more training and development opportunities (53%); (2) more clarification of responsibilities, goals, and objectives (46%); and (3) more transparency in communications (37%) (Kelly Global Workforce Index, 2013).

Empirical research supports the long-term financial benefits of organizations that are comprised of thriving and flourishing employees. People who scored high in well-being earned more income and had better performance at work than people who scored low in well-being. In addition, the high well-being workers were better “organization citizens,” meaning the engaged
behavior of these workers was contagious and inspired others to thrive at work (Diener & Seligman, 2004, p. 7).

Additionally, the science of Positive Organizational Scholarship asserts that corporate organizations can achieve their profit and growth goals by enhancing employee’s experience at work (Cameron & Dutton, 2003). It is critical to develop and hire positive leaders in organizations to promote outcomes such as “thriving at work, interpersonal flourishing, virtuous behaviors, positive emotions, and energizing networks” (Cameron, 2012, p. 10). Four critical behaviors are attributed to positive leaders: 1) fostering a positive climate, 2) reinforcing positive meaning, 3) building positive relationships, and 4) engaging in positive communication (Cameron, 2012). Cameron’s research supports the need for both positive leadership as well as individual employees who engage in and foster a thriving environment at work.

Learning, accomplishing, and receiving recognition were the most important experiences leading to thriving that can be enabled through positive leadership. In a study of leadership behaviors that result in thriving, the concepts of relationships and support were identified as critical and were enabled through positive leadership (Sonenshein, Dutton, Grant, Speitzer, & Sutcliffe, 2006). The themes provide insight into the behaviors that employers should seek when hiring and the behaviors to emphasize when creating a more engaged workforce.

Organizational research in the past has placed an emphasis on performance outcomes while ignoring the importance of social and public betterment (Walsh, Weber, & Margolis, 2003). Enabling a thriving organization can enhance long-term sustainable performance (Speitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Thriving organizations are flexible and can respond appropriately and quickly to uncertainty and chaos. Also, because these organizations are continuously learning, capabilities are built that will enable innovative problem solving and the ability to react
to challenges and crises. Lastly, thriving organizations have healthier employees, therefore reducing overall health care costs (Speitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007).

**Chapter Summary**

In conclusion, the literature as it relates to grit, resilience, and thriving has several common themes. The first theme is that grit and resilience are important determinants of success for both students in higher education and for employees within corporate organizations. These characteristics have been shown to be better predictors of success than social intelligence, good looks, physical health, or even intelligence quotient (Duckworth, 2016). Corporate organizations have recognized the importance of grit and resilience and many companies are implementing programs to foster these characteristics with employees and leaders (Cameron, 2012). Grit and resilience are traits that apply to college and career settings alike; grit and resilience are skills that are important to build for sustaining performance and fostering productivity over time.

Scholars have correlated the traits of grit and resilience to thriving. This is important because if grit and resilience can be improved, thriving is more easily attained. Leaders within colleges and corporate organizations are working to implement relevant programs and resources and to develop appropriate recruitment and selection criteria as well as support systems that enable students and employees to increase levels of grit and resilience and, therefore, thrive (Ryff & Singer, 2003). A focus on thriving for colleges and universities creates a broader view of student development that includes proactively harnessing the challenges of life, contributing to a greater goal, building healthy relationships, and developing a sense of community (Schriener, 2010).

Researchers exploring thriving in higher education have developed specific constructs related to thriving. These constructs have been used to create thriving assessments as well as
recommendations to create thriving environments for colleges and universities. The Thriving Quotient is one such assessment and includes the scales of engaged learning, academic determination, positive perspective, social connectedness, and diverse citizenship (Schreiner, 2010).

Corporate leaders also desire to create thriving work environments. In these uncertain and chaotic times, the development of a thriving work environment is what enables good companies to be great. A focus on thriving in corporate organizations yields positive productivity improvements and positive economic impact (Speitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Specific thriving constructs developed for corporate organizations have not been clearly identified; however, instruments that measure grit and resilience have been used within corporate settings. Therefore, the present research study used two such grit and resilience inventory instruments (Adversity Quotient and Grit Gauge) to select employees in a corporate setting for the purpose of understanding the concept of thriving at work. Thus, the constructs from the higher education literature were used as the conceptual framework to guide inquiry into what it means to thrive in a corporate environment.
CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this qualitative case study is to describe the ability to thrive at work for current employees in a Fortune 500 company in New Jersey. For the purpose of the study, ability to thrive at work was defined as: 1) individual factors related to a growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010); 2) relational factors related to social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010); and, 3) organizational factors related to engaged learning through professional development opportunities, coaching, feedback, defined purpose and well-being (Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012; Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Therefore, the study was designed to answer the following overarching research questions:

1. How do participants describe the individual factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?

2. What relational factors do participants describe as important for the ability to thrive at work?

3. How do participants describe the organizational factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?

Qualitative Design

This qualitative case study facilitates the exploration of human experience, perceptions, and contextual interpretations of the concepts of grit, resilience, and thriving. The design involves gathering data through in-depth interviews and engaging the participants in the completion of two social artifacts exercises. Qualitative research dissects how meaning is
constructed through the interpretation of data and identification of themes (Creswell, 2014; Patton, 2015). The research is focused on self-perceptions of thriving at work in a corporate organization. Participants completed a prescreening consent form that gave the researcher permission to obtain their preexisting grit and resilience scores from previous company employee assessments. The scores were used to create groups for cross-case and within-case analyses of interview and artifact data. While participants were aware of their own grit and resilience scores as they had received feedback from the company related to the surveys, they did not know how their scores compared to others within the company. Further, participants were not informed whether their scores would place them in the higher or lower group for the purpose of this research study. These data were used to better understand the perceptions of thriving at work and to understand thematic commonalities as well as any common differences between employee perceptions of thriving at work when using the constant-comparative method to analyze transcripts and concept maps between individuals who had lower grit and resilience scores to those with higher grit and resilience scores. As a qualitative inquiry, one purpose was to understand whether there were thematic differences between the two groups as a key to understanding the concept of thriving at work.

**Tradition Overview**

This research used a case study approach. The case study design enables boundaries to be set and for those boundaries to be the central focus in the research. Additionally, this approach allows for a deeper understanding of the complexity of the issues of grit, resilience, and thriving in a single corporate organization. Case study allows the researcher to investigate relationships, communities, or programs and supports the dissection and then possible recreation of various phenomena (Yin, 2003). Reporting of the case study allows the researcher to take
complex phenomena and describe them in a way that is easy for the reader to understand, with the goal of enabling the reader to feel they have been an active participant in the research and can apply the findings to a similar situation (Yin, 2003).

**Role of the Researcher**

In qualitative studies the researcher is considered a human instrument and a mediator of the data (Simon, 2011). The research is an “instrument of data collection” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 22). Therefore, readers of the research need to understand the biases, assumptions, expectations, and experiences that qualify the researcher to conduct the research (Greenbank, 2003). One way to bracket bias in a qualitative study is to record field notes and analytical memos throughout the data collection and analysis process (Tufford & Newman, 2010). A second way bias was controlled for in the study is through member checking, or providing each participant with a transcription of the interview for review of accuracy in the data (Harper & Cole, 2012).

The role of the researcher in this study present both benefits and liabilities. The researcher is a corporate learning and development expert for the company where the study was conducted. Benefits from this role of the researcher are 1) familiarity with the company’s culture, customs, values, and traditions, 2) easier access to gatekeepers, and participants, 3) understanding of terminology routinely used in the company, and 4) increased trust and rapport with the participants. Potential liabilities stemming from the role of the researcher are 1) need to bracket personal experiences with the company so the experiences do not in any way influence the questions or analysis of participant perceptions, 2) familiarity between research and participant could lead to the participant saying what he or she believes the researcher want to
hear, and 3) potential participants may not agree to an interview conducted by a fellow company employee due to perceptions of confidentiality.

Ethics

Qualitative research can be more intrusive than quantitative research; therefore, ethical guidelines regarding consent, confidentiality, anonymity, deception, and privacy need to be established (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010; Seidman, 1991). Consent, confidentiality and privacy was considered in the use of the data sources for this study. Written consent was obtained prior to using the scores and the participants were well-informed about opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time. Confidentiality was maintained at all times and each participant in the study was assigned a pseudonym. All transcripts, artifacts (concept maps and index cards), scores on the pre-existing grit and resilience company assessments, researcher field notes, and other pertinent documents containing any identifying information were stored in password-protected electronic files or locked file cabinets (for paper data).

Setting

The setting for the data collection included face-to-face recorded interviews on site at the corporate organization’s headquarters in New Jersey or through recorded skype conversations for participants who were unable to attend a face-to-face interview. The interviews were conducted for 60 minutes and took place in a private meeting room. At the beginning of the interviews the researcher described the research purpose and process to the interviewees, obtained consent, and provided instruction related to the completion of the two social artifact exercises. Participants who attended the interviews through skype were emailed the social artifact activities in advance.
Three participants completed the interviews in person and nine participants completed the interviews online through skype.

In contacting the corporate gatekeeper (Director of Human Resources) to request permission to contact participants for the study, the researcher also requested permission to use the participant’s grit and resilience scores from prior company assessments as a tool for sample selection and to conduct data analysis within and across cases. Participants were informed that their grit and resilience scores were used to place individuals with similar scores into groups to select the maximum variation sample for the study. Further, the groups were used to compare whether any themes related to thriving at work emerge across and within different grit and resilience group levels. Caution was taken to prevent any identifying information from the participant’s interviews, social artifacts, or grit and resilience scores to be reported in the study that could in any way be traced back to an employee in the company. In sum, all data for the study were kept confidential and no identifying information was reported.

**Sample**

The sample for the study included employees who had completed both the 14-item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile and the 10 item Grit Gauge (GG) over the last 5 years. A listing of these employees was provided to the researcher, who then contacted the potential participants to gauge interest in becoming a part of the research study. Nineteen of the 26 potential participants agreed to participate in the study. Twelve of these 19 employees were chosen using maximum variation sampling.
**Sampling Method**

The sampling method of maximum variation was used to group individuals who possessed diverse levels of grit and resilience and to identify common patterns that cut across and between these variations. Selection included 12 people from the organization as follows: three people with high grit and resilience scores, three people with medium-high grit and resilience scores, three people with medium-low grit and resilience scores, and three people with low grit and resilience scores. The use of maximum variation sampling for this study provide a rich portrait of thriving at work from individuals who possessed different variations of grit and resilience traits.

**Data Collection Procedures**

The initial data sources that were used in this research included scores from a 14 item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile (Appendix A) and scores from a 10 item Grit Gauge (Appendix B), developed by Paul Stoltz from Peak Learning and administered to the specific corporate organization included in this research (Stoltz, 2015). These instruments were built by Peak Learning using the existing research regarding resilience and grit. The assessments are used by organizations to measure grit and resilience of employees for their own self-awareness and self-improvement purposes and to provide opportunities for individual growth in grit and resilience. These scores were used as prescreening instruments to ensure the research included a diverse group of associates from the organization who had exposure to both grit and resilience assessment and training opportunities.

A semi structured interview guide (Appendix C) guided the conversation between researcher and participant related to the concept of thriving at work. A pilot study was
conducted to validate the effectiveness of the questions included in the guide and ensured the questions induced information that answered the research questions.

The first social artifact exercise was the completion of a concept map. “A concept map is a schematic device for representing a set of concept meanings embedded in a framework of propositions” (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. 16). Concept mapping helps increase participant involvement and helps the balance the power between the researcher and the participants (Freeman, 2004). The participants were provided a piece of paper with the word “thriving” written in the middle (Appendix D). The participants were asked to develop a concept map that answered the question: What relational factors would you describe as important to your ability to thrive at work? According to research some of the most important relational factors include (1) support from manager and coworkers, (2) working together towards a common goal, and (3) positive relationships (Abid, Zahra, & Ahmed, 2016).

The second social artifact exercise elicited data about the organizational factors that contribute most to the participant’s ability to thrive at work (Appendix E). The participants were provided note cards that contained five important organizational factors found in the academic literature that contribute to a person’s ability to thrive at work. These factors are (1) feeling valued, (2) well-being support, (3) personal learning, (4) purpose, and (5) receiving feedback (Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Additionally, the participants were provided blank note cards and asked to write five unique factors of their own ability to thrive. After the self-generated cards were ready, the participants were asked to rank the 10 cards in order of most important to least important in terms of enabling them to thrive at work. These two social artifact exercises provided additional data as well as allowed engagement and further reflection for the participants on the topic of thriving prior to the interviews.
The interviews were recorded with permission from the interviewees and then transcribed verbatim by the researcher. The transcript data, concept maps, note card ranking activity data were entered into Excel spreadsheets.

In sum, the data collection methods used in this study included both interviews and the completion of two social artifact exercises. Interviews were conducted using a semi-structured approach with topic guides developed to ensure key questions were covered and prompts were included to ensure specific issues were addressed if the issues did not emerge as a natural part of the conversations. Concept mapping was used in this study to provide “graphical organization and demonstration of knowledge or experience” (Novak & Canas, 2008, p. 2) and the use of propositions that link concepts to represent meaningful relationships (Novak & Gowin, 1984). Note cards were used to engage participants in an activity that identified the factors related to thriving at work as well as providing an individualized ranking of those factors from least important to most important.

**Data Analysis**

Data analysis in qualitative design includes finding patterns and common themes that may emerge in response to specific questions or items. In analyzing the interview data, the first step was to provide the interviewees with a copy of the interview transcription so that it could be checked for accuracy and validation. Next, coding was completed to create categories and subcategories related to the research. The qualitative analytic process begins with assigning logically deduced codes to data followed by categorization of the codes (Charmez, 2006). Therefore, several rounds of coding was completed to ensure the appropriate categories and subcategories were identified and that the findings were grounded in the data. The data analysis
for the concept mapping used a similar approach, with categories and subcategories identified and aligned with the data from the interviews, and then coding was completed to establish key points and emerging themes. Data analysis for the note card activity listed the 10 factors related to thriving at work for each participant in a column with the number (1-10) next to it that identified as least rewarding (1) to most rewarding (10). These factors were then grouped, clustered, and coded and findings from the activity provided additional data for triangulation with the interview and concept map data, while also generating a list of the most common factors participants relate to thriving at work. The least important and most important rankings are reported (Appendix G).

**Data Presentation**

Following the analyses of all interview, concept map and note card data, a master code list for the interview transcripts was developed to align codes with categories. Two rounds of coding was completed. The first round of open coding was conducted by reviewing the interview transcripts and employing a line-by-line coding methodology. Through this first round of coding patterns and themes emerged that developed initial subcategories. In the second round of the interview transcript coding, reclassification, and filtering of the first round coded data was conducted that enabled salient themes to emerge (Saldana, 2009). Constant comparative analysis was used to identify themes, patterns, and findings across all transcript data (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002). Next, the concepts maps and ranking files were coded using axial coding to align the themes that emerged from the interviews to the themes that emerge from the exercises. Axial coding helps brings the data together to form connections between categories and then explain the phenomenon (Charmez, 2006). Code mapping including three iterations of analysis is outlined below in Table 1. Lastly, the themes related to thriving that emerged from the
interviews and social artifact exercises were compared to the constructs of thriving identified in existing research. Findings from the research are provided in Chapter 4.

Table 1
*Code Mapping: Three Iterations of Analysis (to be read from the bottom up)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ#1: Individual factors?</th>
<th>RQ#2: Relational factors?</th>
<th>RQ#3: Organizational factors?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive connections/support from others</td>
<td>Family and caring coworkers</td>
<td>Sense of resolve and determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leveraging passion and expertise</td>
<td>External support network</td>
<td>Time for self/others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CODE MAPPING FOR THRIVING IN A FORTUNE 500 COMPANY**
(Research Questions 1, 2, and 3)

**(THIRD ITERATION: APPLICATION TO DATA SET)**

Positive connections, support of family and coworkers, passion and expertise, a sense of resolve and determination and time for self and others, lead to thriving in a Fortune 500 Company

**(SECOND ITERATION: PATTERN VARIABLES)**

**FIRST ITERATION: INITIAL CODES/SURFACE CONTENT ANALYSIS**

1A. High Performing Team
   1A. People connections
   1B. Boss I can trust
   1A. Support from home/family

2A. Supportive Family
2B. Caring Boss
2A. Best Friends/Coworkers
2A. Mentors

3A. Purpose
3A. Ability to take risks
3A. Feeling Valued
3A. Realistic Goals

1B. Growing/Challenged Attitude
1B. Passion/Right Attitude
1B. Having Expertise
1B. Flexibility/Freedom

2B. Cross-functional Support
2B. Senior Leader Support
2B. External Network
2B. Vendors/Customer Support

3B. Personal Learning
3B. Well-being Support
3B. Flexibility/Work/Life Balance
3B. Responsibility
CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS

Introduction

The purpose of this qualitative case study was to describe the ability to thrive at work for current employees in a Fortune 500 company in New Jersey. Three research questions informed the qualitative study. The research participants were first placed into groups using their grit and resilience scores from previous assessments to create the maximum variation sample. The 12 study participants completed a semi structured interview and completed two social artifact exercises. The analysis and findings from these interviews and exercises are presented in this chapter.

The credibility of this study comes from the methodological triangulation used to gather the data, member checks of the interview transcripts and social artifact exercises, and from participant documents and researcher notes. Data analysis began with conducting member checks of the interview transcripts and the collation of social artifact exercises. Following the member checks, qualitative data were coded using two operations: first, the qualitative data were separated into units, next, category sets were established to help form conclusions (Guetzkow, 1950). The data coding for this research involved an iterative process. The process included: the development of preset codes the identification of emergent codes, and the refining of all codes to achieve finalized categories (Taylor & Bogdan, 1998).

The 12 semi structured interviews and completion of social artifact exercises occurred during the month of January 2018. The research participants completed the concept maps and ranking exercises prior to the semi structured interviews, and the exercises were discussed with
the participants during the interview process. The research participants received a copy of their interview transcriptions in a written format and were asked to review these transcripts to check for accuracy and validation. The process of member checking was used to increase the study’s credibility and proved to be an effective process; all participant’s wrote back saying they had no substantive changes or contributions to add to the transcript. The 12 research participants were asked to provide their own pseudonym and, therefore, are identified throughout the study as: Warren, Kiki, Chris, Tina, Susie, Willy, Nora, Sarah, Bob, Lefty, Mary, and Zulu.

**Participant Profiles**

The participants in this research study are all employees of the same Fortune 500 Company in New Jersey. Each study participant met the criteria of having completed both the 14 item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile and the 10 item Grit Gauge (GG) over the last five years and was willing to participate in the study. Their participation in the study included: providing access to their resilience and grit scores, completing the semi-structured interview, and completing the two social artifact exercises. These 12 study participants were chosen from an initial group of 19 employees using maximum variation sampling. Three individuals had low resilience and grit scores, three had medium low scores, three had medium high scores, and three had high resilience and grit scores. These employees are all managers within the organization at various levels: five are first level managers, five are mid-level managers, and two are senior level managers. The employees who participated in the study provided plenteous data on their perceptions of thriving in the workplace. A profile is provided of each study participant in the proceeding paragraphs, grouped by maximum variation category.
Zulu has worked with the Fortune 500 Company in the study for over 21 years and has held eight different roles. She described enjoying both the new challenges and the different opportunities that her current role provides. She defined thriving as, “being in a job that allows you to do your best every day.” Zulu was very positive about her work, her team, and the support she receives from her manager. She loves the freedom and flexibility that she is given to prioritize her work and to be able to work flexible hours when needed. She rated her ability to thrive at work as an 8 out of 10.

Chris has been with the organization in the study for 5 years and has had four different roles. Chris says that he enjoys working on the internal side of the business, developing new processes and building relationships with new people in his current role. He defined thriving as, “not just doing your job, but doing your job so well that the team depends on you and passion abounds.” Chris stated, “Working for this Fortune 500 Company has been great for my development and provided me the opportunity to be a better-rounded businessman.” He described having just started a new role, because of this rated his ability to thrive at work as a 4 out of 10, as he is learning how to perform the new role.

Tina has worked with the Fortune 500 Company for 25 years and has had six different roles. She works in an analytical role currently and has the opportunity to gather and analyze data and then provide recommendations. Tina feels this role really plays to her strengths and allows her to do what she does best. She defined thriving as, “going to work, doing your best, learning and growing every day and succeeding in your goals.” Tina rated her ability as to thrive at work as an 8 out of 10 and discussed that there are still several unknowns in her current role that tend to hold her back at times.
Bob has a tenure of 10 years with the organization and has had three different roles during this time. His current role involves supporting a unique subgroup external to the Fortune 500 Company. Bob has a lot of pride in supporting this external subgroup and described how motivating it is for him to be able to represent this group of people in his daily work. He defined thriving as, “enjoying, growing and gaining each day.” Bob discussed the challenges he has faced working with the unique subgroup, but rated his ability to thrive as an 8 out of 10.

Nora has been with the Fortune 50 Company for 10 years and has had five different roles. Nora enjoys her current role and described it as much different from roles she had in the past. She moved into a customer facing role, whereas in the past, she had internal support roles. She discussed finding satisfaction in working with external customers and seeing her work come to life in retail stores. Nora described thriving as, “not just surviving, but learning through tough circumstances.” She rated her ability to thrive as an 8 out of 10. Nora explained that her score would be a 10 but she is stretched beyond her capacity currently.

Lefty has worked with the Fortune 500 Company for 14 years and had nine different roles. He described enjoying many different aspects of his current role, including: interfacing with multiple stakeholders, the focus his role has on building a customer centric organization, the expertise and “street cred” that he brings to the role, and the opportunity to use the organizational agility he has built over the years, which enables him to feel comfortable taking calculated risks. Lefty talked about being known within the business for his “spidey senses” and how he enjoys the credibility he has from having experienced customer facing roles and internal support roles throughout his career with this organization. He defined thriving as, “feeling pride and passion in my organization, in my work and in my peers and co-workers.”  Lefty rated his ability to
thrive at work as a 7.5 out of 10 citing the lack of tools and resources needed in his current role, cause him to be less efficient and effective.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

Susie has worked in the organization in the research study for 30 years and has worked in 14 different roles. She described her current role as being challenging, but yet playing to her strengths. She talked about her current role involving problem solving, relationship building and cross-functional leadership. Susie said her team is very supportive of each other and described how much fun they had working together. She gave an example of everyone on the team having a nickname that they call one another. Susie described thriving as, “being in an environment where your opinions matter and where you are set up for success.” She rated her ability to thrive at work as a 10 out of 10, stating she is allowed to make decisions and provided flexibility.

Sarah has been an employee of the organization in the study for 15 years and had five roles during this time. She enjoys her current role and in particular and likes working across several functions, enjoys working on the largest direct ship customer in the business, and feels she is continuously learning. Sarah mentioned she is treated with respect and feels her role serves an important purpose for the business. She defines thriving as, “the ability to get up every day and be excited about going into the office, and feeling happy throughout my day.” Sarah believes she is doing what she does best in her current role and enjoyed creating new processes and working on multiple projects at the same time. She rated her ability to thrive as an 8 out of 10 and mentioned the support received from her manager and her coworkers.

The next study participant is Willy. He has been with the organization for 10 years and worked in six different roles. Willy began his career in the Fortune 500 Company as a
Willy mentioned how fortunate he felt to have been hired by the company and how he has been provided the opportunity to manage his own career and make the most of his time with the business. He also mentioned that his current role allows him opportunities to meet new people and use the expertise he built in prior roles. Willy defined thriving as, “being able to succeed and excel at work.” He rated his ability to thrive in his current role as an 8 out of 10 and said it would be a 10, if it weren’t for some confusion on roles and responsibilities.

**High Grit and Resilience Scores**

Warren has been with the Fortune 500 Company for 28 years and had four different roles over those years. He described his current role being a role he had in the past, over 10 years ago. Warren said he was brought back into the role because of his expertise. He noted even though he had been in the same role previously, many changes had occurred. Warren felt things had become more complex and challenging over the years, although he mentioned that some of the people he worked with in the past, he is again working with currently. Warren spoke of his work with passion and excitement. He explained that attitude is very important to him and he understands having a positive attitude can be contagious. Warren defined thriving as, “having a great attitude every day and being filled with pride and passion for your work.” He rated his ability to thrive as a 10 out of 10 and described himself as, “unstoppable.”

Another study participant is Mary. She has been with the organization for 12 years and had six different roles. Mary had to reschedule the interview twice, citing that she was busy with the start of the year. She talked of loving the fast pace of her work, the intense pressure, and the need for collaboration with others. Mary defined thriving as, “making progress each day, feeling good, being happy in all aspects of life and getting respect from your coworkers.” She rated her
ability to thrive as a 7 out of 10, noting she lacks the innovation she needs to grow the business and lacks some of the tools and resources needed for ultimate success. Mary mentioned she has to be careful about pushing too hard for things because she has received feedback throughout the years that she is seen as a “bulldog.”

The final research participant is Kiki. She has worked for the organization in the study for 15 years and had eight different roles. Kiki said she loves her current role and is excited every day to be able to help develop others. She described a new responsibility she has been given to build the overall strategy for her team. She also noted that her years of experience have helped her be viewed as an expert. The opportunity to develop the strategy and the expertise that she brings help her thrive. She defined thriving as, “doing what I do best every day, being challenged and stretched and having people look to me as an expert.” Kiki rated her ability to thrive as a 9 out of 10 and said it would be a 10 if others on her team were more collaborative.

Researcher’s Notes and Memos

The researcher journaled notes and personal memos and reviewed recordings of the interviews to capture verbatim comments and accurate responses from the study participants. Throughout the interviews emerging ideas were captured and follow-up questions were asked to ensure clarity and understanding. The semi-structured interview guide was followed and was refined throughout the interview period that took place in January 2018.

The interview guide was developed to ensure the same general topics of information were asked of each study participant, allowing more focus and direction than a conversational approach, but provided the researcher the ability to flex and adapt as necessary to gain relevant information from the participant during the interview (MacNamara, 2009). The semi structured
interviews began with general warm-up questions to the study participants before getting into questions related to the specific research (Bernard, 2000). The social artifact exercises were developed to gather data from the participants in a structured way and also help actively engage the interviewees throughout the interview process. Observations made by the researcher during the interview and the data collection processes are noted in the following paragraphs.

The researcher noted the 12 study participants seemed actively engaged during the interviews. The participants were eager to share their perceptions of thriving in the workplace and, with one exception, kept to their original scheduled interview time without having to reschedule. One participant, Mary did ask to reschedule her interview a couple of times, but once the interview began, she was focused and engaged, had completed the two social artifact exercises and seemed ready to discuss her responses. Following the first four interviews, the researcher noted the participants had similar questions related to the completion of the two social artifact exercises therefore, the researcher reached out to the remaining eight interviewees with more detailed instruction on how to complete the exercises; prior to the interviews. This additional instruction worked, as the remaining interviewees had no issues completing the exercises and did not ask follow-up questions about correctly completing the exercises during the interview process. Several study participants continued to refine their exercise responses during the interview, which enabled further clarity and understanding of the responses for both the researcher and the study participants.

As noted previously, the semi-structured interview was developed to begin with some general warm-up questions, which seemed to put the interviewees at ease before getting into the questions structured around the research. Following the general warm-up questions 1-4, question 5 asked the participants to define thriving in their own terms, followed by question 6 that asked
them to discuss their current ability to thrive at work. These questions 5-6 along with interview questions 7-10, were used to collect data on the individual factors that enabled the study participants to thrive at work (Research Question 1). Questions 11-16, along with the concept mapping exercise, were related to relational factors to enable thriving (Research Question 2). Questions 17-19, along with the ranking exercise, were related to organizational factors contributing to thriving (Research Question 3). A research blueprint was developed to demonstrate the connection of the interview questions and the social artifact exercises to the corresponding research question (Appendix F).

During the interview process the researcher noted that although the study participants had varied definitions of thriving, they all used similar words and phrases to describe the various factors contributing to their ability to thrive. The researcher also noted that the embedded culture at the Fortune 500 Company showed in some responses, as the participants relied on the organization’s ‘5 Principles’ (Quality, Responsibility, Mutuality, Efficiency, and Freedom) to describe some of the factors relating to their ability to thrive at work.

Additional notes made by the researcher throughout the interview process with the study participants included:

- Study participants were open to sharing specific examples of when they were able to thrive best at work as well as sharing times when they were not able to thrive. The participants were open to sharing personal details, including health related issues or personal issues such as divorce that impacted their ability to thrive at certain points in their career.
- Constructive insight was gathered from responses to question 9, “When something goes wrong for you with regards to your work, what do you do to help make things
better?” The question responses to this question provided further insight into how the study participants naturally responded to tough situations, which then enabled them to focus on how this natural response was related to individual factors that enabled them to thrive.

- Guiding the participants through the transitions from one set of interview questions (i.e. questions 7-10, related to individual factors) to the next (i.e. questions 11-16, related to relational factors) helped the study participants focus on answering the question with the right context in mind.

- Including the final open-ended question, “As you think about our discussion today, are there any other factors we have not already discussed, that would enhance your ability to thrive?”, provided the study participants with the space to continue to contribute additional thoughts or in some cases to feel comfortable concluding the discussion.

- Differences were seen in the responses across and between the maximum variation sample strategies.

**Interview Analysis**

“Qualitative analysis transforms data into findings. No formula exists for that transformation” (Patton, 2002 p. 432). Denzin (2000) referred to the task of making meaning of impressions, transcriptions of interviews, researcher notes, and memos as, “practice and policies of interpretation” (Denzin, 2000, p.897). The researcher in this study used constant comparative analysis to identify patterns and then construct a master code and category list.

Interview transcripts were developed by the researcher using notes, memos, and interview recordings. The recordings were provided to the study participants for member
checking. Upon completion of the member checks, first iteration codes were developed from the line-by-line interview transcripts leading to development of a master code list. Second round coding followed through interpretation of emerging themes and patterns to develop categories, followed by a third iteration that applied the categories to the data set. The coding rounds were completed from two research lens; 1) the 12 interviews collectively, and 2) through the 12 interviews with maximum variation sampling strategy in place, looking across and between cases.

Interview Results

The 12 study participants were provided an overview of the study as well as an informed consent letter. Prior to setting up the interviews with the study participants, the signed consent letters were collected. The interview dates were set up with each study participant and the social artifact exercises were provided, along with instructions for completing the exercises prior to the interview, with the option for the participant to complete the exercises during the interview process as well. At the start of each interview, the researcher reviewed the purpose of the study and reviewed the informed consent. The researcher reminded the research participants of the voluntary nature of their participation in the interview and reminded them that they could withdraw from the interview at any time. The researcher then asked the study participants for permission to record the interviews. The recordings and notes were used to transcribe the interview data and generate transcripts that were used for member checking. Relevant quotes from the transcripts were used to develop the themes and support the patterns and applications noted in the research study.
Research Question 1

*How do participants describe the individual factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?*

**Theme 1: The Individual Factors of Positive Connections and Support from Others Creates Thriving Employees.** Working on a high performing team with coworkers who are trustworthy and care about each other helps workers thrive. Additionally, having a supportive manager and someone to confide in when things get tough helps employees feel valued and inspired to do their best at work.

**Low Grit and Resilience Scores**

When asked about the factors that enable someone to do their best and feel positive about their work, Zulu replied:

> I have been given the opportunity to manage a team, which really helps you thrive on a personal level and a professional level because it helps you grow in so many ways. I meet with my team on a weekly basis, even if it is just to touch base and make sure that things are working for them the way they should be, if not we work together to fix it. It requires a level of trust and vulnerability. In my career I had a manager who was not a good manager and had a terrible management style. This was such a rough time for me and I want to make sure this is not the case for my team.

Chris also mentioned that working with a supportive team enables him to thrive. He talked about both the team that he is a part of as well as the team that he manages:

> Thriving to me is not just doing your job, but doing your job as an employee and as a manager so well that the team comes to depend on you. I used to manage a team (I inherited this team) where several members just punched the clock every day. They
didn’t show up well and my coaching wasn’t getting through to them. I ended up taking on their work just to make sure it got done.

Chris realized that he needed support from others to help turn this circumstance around:

I ended up reaching out to my boss and human resources support for help. They helped me put together a plan to work these employees out of the business. I then had the opportunity to hire some new people into my team who were excited and passionate about their jobs. We have developed into a very high performing team and this helps me get excited about coming to work and getting things done with my team each day.

Support from others needs to come from both a work perspective and from a personal perspective as well. Tina shared why this is so important to her ability to thrive:

I love my team, everyone is very positive and we share the same goals. We all have each other’s backs. If I know I need to leave early because my kids have an afterschool activity I need to attend, I know I can go and feel confident that any requests for reports or analysis that come in while I am gone will be covered by someone from the team. We all support each other and are there for each other no matter what happens. Other teams see how supportive we are of one another and can learn from our team.

*Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores*

Understanding who to work with, how to work with them and gain their support is critical in getting things done within this Fortune 500 Company. Nora explains how her support network (internally and externally) enables her to do her job well:
Relationships that I have built in the company have helped me. I know who to work and how to get things done inside the office, because I have worked in the office. This helps me out in the field get things done for my customers. I have a few customers that are really great to work with and I use this to help me with my more difficult customers. Having these great relationships with my customers is really motivating to me. My other counterparts are great. Our associate base is great here and that really helps me enjoy my work.

Lefty worked within another segment of this Fortune 500 Company prior to beginning work within this specific segment. He explained that a key difference between the two segments was the reliance on process versus the reliance on people in getting things accomplished:

I have been with this organization for 14 years. The first 9 years of my career was spent working within the segment that was recently acquired by this Fortune 500 Company. In my previous role there was a heavy reliance on processes and tools to get things done and there was a lot of discipline. In my current role I need to talk to multiple people to get things done. I like to work this way because it has given me the opportunity to grow my network and interface with multiple stakeholders daily. I have figured out now who within my network can help me gain easy access to the information I need. These connections help me enjoy my role and keep me motivated.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

Susie relies on the support she receives from her manager and her team to help her work through tough situations. When asked when something goes wrong at work what she does to help turn things around and feel positive about her work, she replied:
Things happen and things go wrong just about every day in my role. I learned very early in my career that when problems arise it is best just to ‘face into it.’ This may mean confronting someone, having the tough conversation, or even confrontation. But I know through my experience, once this is done, you can build trust with that person and take your relationship to a new level. When this does not work, I start having conversations with my boss and my team to help me work through solutions to make things right. On our team everyone works hard to help one another. We have given each other nicknames and we have a lot of fun together. We also face into tough situations together. Having a boss and a team to go to drives me to be at my best.

Willy described one thing he enjoys most about his current role is the new connections he has been able to make working across a segment of the business where he knew few people a couple of months earlier.

High Grit and Resilience Scores

A positive attitude, opportunities to grow and learn, and being part of a passionate, committed team are the key individual factors Warren described as enabling him to thrive:

My team is passionate about their work. This passion and positivity is contagious and helps me stay motivated and accomplish great things with my customers. When you are passionate, you get into the details and this is evident to the customer. My team helps me remove roadblocks and get things done. Without this team, I would not be successful.

Building strong relationships with coworkers was the individual factor that Mary described as most important for her to thrive in her role in internal support. Mary talked about how critical it was in her role for others to respond when she asked them for information:
Personal relationships are very important to me. I need people to respect me, respond to me, show up for calls that I schedule with them and value the work that I do. So I work hard to build relationships with our customer facing teams. I can’t do my job well if the customer teams don’t provide me with the information I need to be able to help them and their customers.

Kiki shared the support of her manager as one of the top individual factors that helps her thrive each day. She detailed the support she receives and the role this manager plays in helping her thrive:

My manager is the best. She has developed a vision and strategy for our team that truly inspires me. She has provided our team with a new level of credibility with the senior leadership team.

**Theme 2: The Individual Factors of Leveraging Passion and Expertise Enables Employees to Thrive.** Passion is a stronghold that can help people thrive even in stagnant or difficult times (Cameron, 2012). This thinking resonates with the study participants included in this research, as seven of the 12 mentioned passion as an enabler to thriving at work. Additionally, learning and growing to develop and leverage expertise is a factor the study participants described as critical to their ability to thrive.

*Low Grit and Resilience Scores*

Zulu, Chris, and Tina did not mention passion nor leveraging expertise as factors that helped them thrive at work. Although Zulu and Tina did mention facing new challenges and learning as things they enjoyed about their current roles.

*Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores*
Bob and Nora did not mention passion nor leveraging expertise as factors being important to their ability to thrive. Although Bob did define thriving as, “enjoying, growing and gaining each day.” Passion and leveraging expertise where high on Lefty’s list of individual factors that impacted his ability to thrive. Lefty described that if pride and passion come from a team that he is working on or managing, this motivates him to do his best.

I go as they go. If the team is passionate about their work, this drives me to be passionate as well. Another factor important to me is leveraging my expertise and credibility. I am known for my ‘street cred’ internally because my team knows I have worked on the toughest customer in the business. They count on me to use my ‘spidey senses’ to take calculated risks and make good decisions. I enjoy learning and building on this expertise. I try and read a book a month so that I can continue to stretch myself and learn.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

Each of the study participants with medium high and high grit and resilience scores mentioned leveraging passion and expertise as factors that enabled them to thrive at work. Susie described her ability to solve problems and how she used the experience she has gained in her 30 years with the organization to get to root cause quickly when a problem arises.

There are very few problems that I can’t solve. I have seen so much in my time with this business, I usually know at least where to start to solve a problem. My team counts on me to help resolve issues and they come to me for my expertise regularly. This helps me understand that I am valued in this business and drives me to want to be at my best.

Sarah spoke of the expertise she has developed by working with many different functions within the business:
I have worked with Sales, Service & Finance (S&F), Research & Development (R&D), and Supply for over 5 years. This has helped me deepen my perspective and caused me to become an expert in several areas. I am excited to work for a company that values this experience and isn’t trying to get rid of me, because I am over 50. Learning is so important to me. I want to ‘show up’ well when working with others. I am constantly trying to learn new skills.

Willy talked about how the energy and passion that people in this organization have for what they are doing is unlike any other company he has worked with in the past:

When I began my work here as a contractor 10 years ago, I was floored by the energy and passion that people had for their work. I had worked as a contractor at many other companies in this industry and this was the first company where I thought I would really like to work here full time.

Willy also mentioned his desire to be skilled, “I get stale and anxious if I am on the same role for too long. I have this burning desire to be skilled in many different areas.”

*High Grit and Resilience Scores*

Warren defined thriving as, “having a great attitude every day and being filled with pride for your work and passion.” Additionally, Warren spoke of having become an expert in his role:

I have been with the business for 28 years. My current role is a role that I had for 15 years. Then I was moved into another role for 10 years before being put back into the old role. I have now become the ‘resident expert’ in this channel for the business. My teammates and sometime even my boss reach out to me for advice on how to handle issues with customers. I really enjoy this role and appreciate being seen as an expert.
This is probably what I enjoy most about my job and why I look forward to going to work each day.

When Mary was asked the question, “When something goes wrong for you with regards to your work, what do you do to make things better/right?” She responded with the following:

I always try to have a great attitude no matter what has happened. I have learned that having the right attitude and having passion for your work are so important in dealing with the day-to-day issues that come up.

Kiki defined thriving as, “doing what I do best every day, being challenged and stretched and having people look to me as an expert.” When asked about what she does when something goes wrong, she responded:

For me it is all about learning. So I ask myself what can I learn from this? How can I use my past experience to make things right?

Research Question 2

What relational factors do participants describe as important for the ability to thrive at work?

Theme 3. The Relational Factors of Support from Family and Caring Co-workers Helps Employees Thrive. It was clear from the interviews and concept map exercise that family support and caring coworkers (including a caring boss) help employees at this Fortune 500 Company thrive. When the study participants developed their concepts maps, family support, caring coworkers, and a caring boss were the largest circles on each of the 12 study participant’s maps.
Low Grit and Resilience Scores

A team that is respectful and a caring boss were the two largest circles from Zulu’s concept map:

The largest circles on my map are having the respect of my team and having a caring boss who is a mentor to me. When I say having the respect of my team, I mean working with a group of people who are open, trusting, and willing to be vulnerable. I have a great team and enjoy this opportunity to manage a team again. I find a lot of satisfaction working with this group of people and I love how we are able to support one another. In terms of having a caring boss who is also a mentor over the years, I have had the opposite of this. I had one manager who was not a good manager and had a terrible management style. I had to work with our company ombudsman to work through this situation and it was an awful time in my career. This helped me realize how important to me it is to have a caring boss and to be a caring boss for my own team.

Family support was the largest circle for Tina, followed by caring coworkers and a caring boss. Tina described why these relationships are important to her ability to thrive:

Having a happy family to come home to is so important to me. My husband and I both have full-time, stressful jobs. So, when we aren’t on the same page, this causes a lot of struggle. And when things are going well at home, it makes it so much easier for things to go well at work. My next largest circle is caring coworkers. I love my current team: we are very candid with each other, have very open communication, everyone is positive, we have each other’s backs and there are no personal agendas because we all share the same goals. This type of support helps me to do my best. Equal to my circle of caring coworkers is a caring boss. My boss is so supportive. I feel comfortable to pick up the
phone and call her to seek feedback and work on issues together. One smaller circle for me is my special packs team. We meet daily to stay on the same page and I could not do my job without the collaboration of this team.

Similarly, Chris had family support as his largest circle, followed by a high performing team. These circles were followed by a collaborative customer, internal relationships, an enabling boss, support from our most senior leaders, and peer group support. Chris talked about how important relational factors are for him to be able to thrive:

Family support is the most important factor for me. My job is very stressful at times and knowing that my wife and my children support me and are there for me is essential. I am currently headquartered in two spots, and I travel back and forth from city to city. So if my family did not support me in this role and with this travel, this would not work. The second most important thing for me to thrive is having a high performing team. I have worked with three companies, I have seen a lot and have be at this for 12 years. I have seen great examples of this and some really bad examples, so I know how critical a high performing team is to me. The third and fourth circles (customer relationships and internal relationships) are equal for me but are all about relationships. Can you collaborate with people? Can you build that trusting relationship with others? In my experience with other companies and with this company, I can tell you that these two factors are much more important at this company than any other.

Med Low Grit and Resilience Scores

The themes of family support, engaged teams and caring boss carry through with the next group of study participants as well. Bob identified family support and the ability to manage a
productive team as the two largest circles on the concept map he created, followed by an encouraging supervisor.

Although Nora had family and boss as large circles on her map, equally she had created circles for good customer relationships and great peers and counterparts. She explained why these circles were all equal:

So right now for me the relationships I think about the most are working with a great customer and having support from my peers and coworkers. Working with a great customer is important because I also have customers that aren’t so great. So I need to know that I am doing things right with at least my biggest customer and can use this to help me with the others. Also, when things are stressful, it is good to know that my peers and coworkers have my back. Also, they know I am here for them to and that I can help them. This feels good and helps me thrive. If this were last year, my family and my boss would probably be top of mind, but as I have transitioned into a new role, the customer and my peers become equally important relationships.

Lefty’s largest circles were family support, which was equal to a circle named, faith and religion. The next two largest circles were supportive boss and caring team.

*Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores*

Consistent with the other research study participants Susie had caring boss as one of the relational factors that most impacts her ability to thrive:

I view this company as my family. Having worked here for 30 years, and having a son who now works here as well, I consider this company a part of my family. Therefore, having a true leader who understands me and cares about me as a person, is critical to my success. My manager is fair, he doesn’t micromanage and he is always in my corner.
Susie followed this circle with a circle for teammates/mentors and a circle for boyfriend. She describes the impact of teammates/mentors as follows:

My teammates are a part of my brotherhood and sisterhood. I know they have my back and I relish the support that we give one another.

Sarah had family as her largest circle, followed by caring boss and then a best friend at work. Her comments on why these were her largest circles are very similar to the other study participants. Willy, similarly had family as his largest circle followed by a circle called line manager support.

**High Grit and Resilience Scores**

The concept map for Warren had four equal sized circles that were, family, team, manager, and best friends at work. Warren explains why his circles are equal:

The bigger circles for me would be, team, then manager relationship because people leave companies because of the manager, not because of the company, and these help me get up every day. A best friend at work is important and having people you can talk to, these friendships are critical to have at work. It is important to have great associates and for the company to hire good people to help everyone thrive. The family is important too, I have had the support of my wife for over 30 years now and this means a lot to me. When you ask me which ones are most important in the context of thriving, these are hard to differentiate. I think for me these are all equal. It takes a balance.

Relational factors for Mary were the most important factors in her ability to thrive. Throughout the interview Mary spoke of relationships with others as critical. She brought up relational factors in her answers to most questions and her concept map was very detailed with
many different circles color coded with connections and overlaps. Mary detailed her largest circles as:

Building strong relationships with my co-workers and working cross-functionally to get things done are my two biggest circles. I need people to respond to me when I ask for information, so building these relationships so that people want to respond and show up for the meetings I schedule with them is critical. I need actions from my co-workers and our customers to thrive. A caring boss is always important and having friends at work is important too.

Kiki had similar responses with regards to the questions around relational factors that enable her to thrive. Additionally, her concept map was detailed with several different circles. She described her concept map with the following:

My map is pretty busy. I know that for me relationships are key. Around the concept of thrive, I would have: a high performing team, my family, and friends as my biggest circle, then, someone to rely on that I can vent to when things are tough, and a mentor. Then, I would have some smaller circles such as, cross-functional coworkers, my manager, senior leader support from the top, and then finally a smaller circle with my external network.

Theme 4: The Relational Factor of an External Support Network Expands Employees’ Social Connections which Leads to Thriving. Another theme that emerged from several of the research study participants was building a network outside of the organization to expand their connections. External networks include, vendors, industry groups, nannies, house cleaners, and any others outside of this Fortune 500 Company. The study participants mentioning these external support networks felt they were critical to thriving.
None of the study participants from these two groups mentioned external support networks. Their responses to questions related to relational factors and the creation of their concept maps were focused on family, teams, and their managers.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

Willy had a third circle on the concept map he created, called, “my external network” and an equal sized additional circle for high performing team. When asked about his external network, Willy commented:

This is a network that I have created for myself. It includes, former colleagues from companies I have worked with in the past, a share group that I belong to that includes other people in the industry that have a similar role to mine, and vendors that I have worked with throughout my career or one’s that I work with currently. This network provides me with opportunities to learn from others, brainstorm ideas, gives me a group to bounce ideas off of, and the opportunity to broaden my perspective.

High Grit and Resilience Scores

Mary had a circle on her concept map titled, “external providers.” She shared how this network is becoming less critical for her as her kids are getting older. Although she remarked that this group of providers enabled her to focus on her job during the day and not have to worry about her family and her home over the past 10 years. She explained the role these providers played in her ability to thrive:

Another important relationship for me is with what I will call ‘external providers.’ As a working mom with three kids I need the help of our nanny and our house cleaner. If I didn’t have their help and support, I would not be able to thrive at work. And my
smallest circle is my yoga instructor, since I work long, hard hours, I need some ‘me’
time and my yoga instructor helps me get this time for myself.

Another study participant, Kiki, had a circle called “external network.” When the
researcher asked her to clarify this circle, Kiki explained:

This external network is important because it allows me to connect with people outside
this company who do similar work to mine. I know they face some of the same
challenges, so we can talk about these things together.

Research Question 3

How do participants describe the organizational factors that relate to their ability to thrive at
work?

Theme 5. Organizational Factors that Lead to Thriving are a Sense of Resolve and
Determination. These organizational factors were mentioned through words and phrases such as
purpose, feeling valued, shared goals, taking risks, and succeeding. In the ranking exercise the
study participants were asked first to use the list provided of five common organizational factors
linked to thriving through research. The list included, receiving feedback, purpose, personal
learning, well-being support, and feeling valued. Second, the study participants were asked to
develop their own set of five organizational factors, and third to rank all 10 factors in the order of
importance to them and their ability to thrive. In the interview, they were asked to provide their
ranked list of 10 factors, to provide an explanation of why they chose those specific factors, and
explain what factors were their first five. A complete list of the 12 study participants’ rankings
was developed and are listed from most important to least important (Appendix I).
Low Grit and Resilience Scores

Zulu had the sense of resolve and determination theme included in her top five list beginning with her third ranked factor, feeling valued. She explained:

*Feeling valued is high on my list because I want to work at a place where I feel I am adding value to the organization and this value is being recognized.*

Additionally, purpose made it onto Zulu’s list of top five, coming in at number five. She explained that having a purpose meant, “making a difference,” which was critical to her.

Tina included the factor, feeling valued, in her list of top five and ranked this factor as number four.

This theme of resolve and determination was evident with Chris’ interview responses and rankings. He had purpose as his number two ranked organizational factor and explained, “without purpose, you are going nowhere.” He also had clear goals, ranked third and risk taking, ranked fourth. He gave this thorough explanation of why risk taking was important:

*Taking intelligent risk is very important for success. You need to be able to ‘fail fast’ which means to go do something, if it doesn’t work, figure out why and then figure out how to do it better in the future.*

Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores

Bob ranked purpose number two, he ranked realistic and obtainable expectations, number four, and ranked feeling valued number five. He talked about these rankings and why he chose this list:

*Purpose is so important to me. Serving men and women in [my group] is so much bigger than just a sales target. When these men and women are representing our country*
overseas, and I can provide them with products that give them a sense of being back home, then I have accomplished so much. This gives me purpose and helps me thrive.

I chose realistic and obtainable expectations as number four because if goals are not realistic it is hard to thrive. Feeling valued is in my top five because if the value I bring to the organization is not recognized, then I feel I am not doing my job.

Nora had purpose and succeeding in her top five rankings. When asked why purpose was so important to her and to be ranked number one, she responded:

I need to understand my purpose and why I am being asked to do my job. If I understand the purpose of my role and the value that I can bring to the business, then I can be sure to meet these expectations and do my job well.

Lefty chose purpose as his number two ranking and explained that he would not be doing this job if he did not feel it had purpose and could help others in some way, even if it is just to put a smile on their face.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

Susie’s sense of resolve and determination was demonstrated through her list of top five organizational factors. She ranked feeling valued as her number two factor, and decision making authority and responsible risk taking as her number four and number five, respectively. When asked to explain these rankings, she said:

There are two things that I have to do in my job each day and it is important that I do them well. The first is I have to be able to make decisions quickly. I am often called by R&D or packaging and am asked to make a decision in the moment on a formula or packaging issue. I have to use my experience and sometimes my intuition to make quick quality decisions. The second thing is taking responsible risks. I often have to take risks
with these quick decisions and need to be able to quickly consider the benefits and costs. I need to have the support of the business and the support of my line manager to feel comfortable making these decisions and taking these risks. I absolutely love this part of my job and get a real rush from this.

Purpose was ranked number four on Sarah’s list of top five. Sarah said she feels that everything she does has a purpose. She explained that sometimes it is as simple as providing a report that allows someone the opportunity to perform analysis that informs better decisions. Sarah did not have any of the other words and phrases attributed to a sense of resolve and determination in her list of top five.

Purpose and feeling valued were ranked number three and four for Willy. He talked in the interview about having worked for other companies in the past that did not have a clear and meaningful purpose. Therefore, having a defined purpose was something he felt good about with this Fortune 500 Company. Additionally, he explained that being appreciated and recognized for adding value to the business helped him desire to go above and beyond what was expected of him in his role.

*High Grit and Resilience Scores*

Warren ranked purpose number two on his top five list. He talked about the importance for him of feeling he is making a difference. Mary ranked having clear direction as number two and explained that it was important for her to understand what was expected of her in order for her to do her job well and exceed expectations of others. Kiki ranked feeling valued number one on her list of top five. Kiki explained:
I need to know that what I do matters and that I am here working for a reason. I want to make a difference in the lives of others and feel good about my work. This is why I love my job. I have the opportunity to help others learn and grow.

**Theme 6: Organizational Factors of Thriving Involve Work-Life Integration - Time for Yourself and for Others.** The study participants identified factors such as time for personal learning, time to focus on health and well-being, work/life balance, and taking responsibility for self as organizational factors that enabled them to thrive at work.

**Low Grit and Resilience Scores**

Zulu ranked health and well-being as the number four organizational factor important to her ability to thrive. Tina ranked flexibility as her number two factor and explained:

> Flexibility is so critical to me to be my best self. I am a mother and a wife and I need to be able to have balance in my life. I want to be able to go to my kid’s games and school events, and I need a work environment that supports this balance.

Chris did not have these factors related to time and space for self and others ranked in his top five.

**Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores**

Bob had responsibility ranked number one on his list, and related this to ensuring he understood his responsibilities and the expectations of him so that he could put together the right plan for himself and take ownership of his work.

Nora had personal learning and well-being support as numbers three and four in her list of top five. Nora said it was important for her to always continue learning. Also, she talked about the need to feel supported from a health and wellness perspective. She said she felt this
was a strength of this organization, as great health and wellness opportunities were offered to employees along with great benefits.

Lefty was a former college athlete; therefore, well-being support in the form of encouraging good health and exercise are essential to his ability to thrive. He explained that being fit and feeling healthy had always been a part of his life and this helped him be able to thrive at work. He ranked health and well-being as number one on his list and had personal learning ranked at number five. He talked about the opportunities that he has received in his career with this company to continue to learn and grow. He said he appreciated the investment that company has made in him as an individual.

*Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores*

Flexibility was ranked number one for Susie. She explained what flexibility meant to her:

I bought a home in South Carolina that I plan to use for my retirement. I want to begin spending part of my time in this home now. I spoke to my boss about this and he is going to allow me to work 6 months a year in New Jersey and 6 months a year in South Carolina. This is flexibility and having the support of this company to work at two different locations makes me feel so good about this business and makes me want to do my very best.

Susie had well-being support ranked number three and noted that she prioritized her health and felt supported by the organization to be healthy. She said she uses the workout facilities at work often and appreciates that this is made available to her.

Responsibility was ranked number three and personal learning was ranked number five for Sarah. In terms of responsibility Sarah described this as taking responsibility for yourself and
your actions and ensuring you are doing your work to the best of your ability. Sarah considers taking responsibility as one of her strengths.

Willy ranked work/life balance as number one, personal learning as number two, and well-being support as number five. This theme of having space and time for yourself and others is strong for Willy in enabling him to thrive, as described:

Work/life balance is so important for me. If I know I have the support from the company to balance my time between my family and my work, this helps me be my best self both at work and at home. Other companies I have worked with in the past, did not offer this opportunity for work/life balance. As for personal learning, I love the opportunity to learn new things. I tend to become stagnant and get bored when I am doing the same thing for too long. When this has happened to me at this organization, I have been able to take on new projects and tasks that have helped me continue to learn new things. Well-being support is about having the right benefits and health care plan to be able to maintain your health. If you don’t have your health, you can’t thrive.

High Grit and Resilience Scores

Warren did not have any of the words or phrases from this theme of having space and time for yourself and others in his top five list.

Flexibility was listed as number three for Mary. She explained:

I don’t like to have to punch a clock or feel like I am being watched each day. I appreciate the ability that I have to flex my schedule when needed so that I can take my kids or myself to the doctor. Also, I am given the opportunity to work from home when needed. This is very important to me and helps me to feel good about the organization and be able to thrive.
Kiki also rated flexibility as number three and had similar explanations as Mary. She ranked opportunities to grow as number four and personal learning as number five. She explained why this are ranked high on her list:

Work flexibility is important to me because I travel quite a bit in my role. So, being able to work from home when I am not traveling and having time for exercise during the day helps make me feel whole…I ranked opportunities to grow and personal learning in my top five because if I am not growing I feel I am becoming stagnant. One of my favorite things to do each year is to attend either an industry conference or become certified in a new coaching tool or talent development process, I look forward to these opportunities and work hard to bring this learning back to the business and apply it in my work.

Chapter Summary

The researcher transcribed the 12 interviews line by line and collated the words and phrases from the social artifact exercises. Member checks were completed. Coding was completed using an iterative process. First and second round coding was completed with the interview transcripts and the collated exercises. The next iteration involved highlighting key words and phrases, reclassification and filtering of first round coding, and making connections between the categories to begin to identify emergent themes and patterns. The third iteration involved application to the data set and concluded with the significance of the findings outlined: Positive connections, support of family and coworkers, passion, a sense of resolve and determination, and time for self and others lead to thriving in a Fortune 500 Company.
CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Chapter 1 presented the researcher’s introduction to the topic, the qualitative case study approach of grit, resilience, and employee perceptions of thriving in a Fortune 500 Company. This chapter also included the data production and collection methods. Chapters 2 and 3 presented the review of literature and the chosen research methodology for the research study. Chapter 4 outlined the emergent themes associated with the research questions as well as, the interview and exercise results and analysis. The study’s summary, conclusions, implications, and recommendations for practice and further research are outlined and discussed in Chapter 5.

Grit, resilience, and thriving have been researched broadly in the discipline of higher education. Thriving constructs have been developed through existing research. Little research exists related to the traits of grit and resilience and the constructs of thriving in a corporate work environment. Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative case study was to describe the ability to thrive at work for current employees in a Fortune 500 Company in New Jersey. Informing this study’s findings are the copious and detailed documented perceptions of factors critical to thriving for the 12 research study participants who work in the Fortune 500 Company. The results provide an understanding of the potential factors and constructs that enable employees to thrive in a corporate work environment.
Conclusions

This qualitative case study investigation was guided by three research questions. The researcher derived meaning from researcher field notes and memos, interview transcripts, concept maps, and ranking exercises that were completed by the research study participants. This informed perceptions of thriving in a Fortune 500 Company with study participants of varying assessed levels of grit and resilience. Data triangulation was completed among the three types of data collected: interviews, concepts maps, and a ranking exercise. The credibility and dependability of the study was improved by the use of multiple data sources and through completion of member checks with the 12 research study participants.

For the purpose of the study ability to thrive at work was defined as: 1) individual factors related to a growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010); 2) relational factors related to social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010); and, 3) organizational factors related to engaged learning through professional development opportunities, coaching, feedback, defined purpose, and well-being (Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012; Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Through research conducted in the discipline of higher education, thriving has been defined as a distinct construct that includes (1) engaged learning, (2) academic determination, (3) positive perspective, (4) diverse citizenship, and (5) social connectedness (Schreiner, 2010). These constructs were used to develop recommendations for interventions to improve educational environments to equip students to thrive.

The researcher identified connections from the codes developed and the patterns that emerged in the research study to supporting literature and past research in the areas of higher education and corporate organizations. Therefore, the conclusions and findings may be used to
inform leaders of corporate organizations on the types of programs and interventions that could be implemented to improve employee satisfaction and led to a thriving work environment. Additionally, the conclusions and findings may be used to direct future research on the topic of thriving in corporate organizations. The conclusions are provided as follows, beginning with the findings and conclusions for the general interview questions and then for the three research questions. The researcher completed analysis and coding of the data collectively as well as in consideration of the maximum variation sampling strategy.

**General Interview Questions**

*How would you define thriving?*

The 12 research study participants used similar words and phrases to define thriving. The words and phrases they used most consistently included the following: doing your best, having passion, and learning. This is consistent with the factors the study participants described as enabling them to thrive at work. Additionally, these factors connect to the research of Schreiner (2010), and identified thriving constructs of: academic determination (doing your best), positive perspective (having passion), and engaged learning (learning).

*On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your ability to thrive every day?*

The average response of the 12 study participants was an 8.1 out of 10 with a range that spanned from 4 to 10. This response was indicative of the overwhelmingly positive language used and attitudes demonstrated, throughout the 12 interviews. The study participants spoke favorably of the Fortune 500 Company and the opportunities provided by the organization. Several of the study participants mentioned a recent reorganization that had taken place a few months before the interviews. The study participants discussed their apprehension about moving
into and learning new roles, but this discussion was in the context of wanting to learn the new role quickly in order to bring value and productivity to the organization. Duckworth (2016) found that resilient employees look to the future and maintain their productivity through uncertain times despite facing daily frustrations. The participants in this study of employees at a Fortune 500 Company demonstrated behaviors consistent with those of resilient employees from similar research studies.

**Research Question 1**

*How do participants describe the individual factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?*

_Collective perceptions, findings, and conclusions from the 12 research study participants_

Cameron (2012) found that leaders who work to build positive, trusting relationships among their teams can lead to thriving and interpersonal flourishing. The research findings in the present study support this assertion as a majority (10 of 12) of the study participants discussed the importance of positive connections and support from others. The study participants described this support and trust from their teams and their boss as being critical to their ability to thrive.

Leveraging passion and experience were factors mentioned throughout the interviews and social artifact exercises, leading to thriving. The study participants talked of having pride and passion, learning and growing, being stretched and challenged and being recognized as an expert. Spreitzer and Porath (2012) identified two components of thriving: vitality and learning. Vitality was defined as, “the sense of being alive, passionate and excited” and learning defined as, “growth that comes from obtaining new knowledge and skills” (Speitzer & Porath, 2012, p.4). The factors of vitality and learning from prior research are strongly connected to the patterns of
pride, passion, and learning found with the 12 study participants from this corporate organization.

Low Grit and Resilience Scores

The study participants with low grit and resilience scores had similar responses to the other study respondents regarding the factor of positive connections and support from others. Differences were noted in the factor of leveraging passion and experience. None of the study participants with low grit and resilience scores mentioned leveraging passion and experience as an individual factor that helped them thrive at work. Speitzer and Porath (2012) acknowledged that some employees naturally thrive, bringing learning and vitality to work every day, while others need motivation and inspiration from others to maintain enthusiasm and to thrive. This need for motivation and inspiration from others for the group with low grit and resilience scores could be related to research on external and internal locus of control by Rotter (1954).

Additional research would be required to understand whether lower levels of grit and resilience are correlated with lower ability to leveraging passion and experience.

Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores

The participants with medium low grit and resilience scores found the factor of positive connections and support from others important to their ability to thrive. Additionally, one of the three participants in this group described leveraging passion and experience as an important factor to the ability to thrive.

Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores

As the grit and resilience scores rose, similarly, participant language from this group focused more on positive connections and support from others and also included an emphasis on leveraging passion and experience. Two of the three participants in this group identified positive
connections and support from others important to thriving, but in their descriptions of this factor they spoke more intrinsically focused with words and phrases such as, “helpful support in tough situations” and “enjoying these new connections as opportunities to continue to learn,” whereas, the low and medium low grit and resilience scored participants described this factor with more extrinsically focused words and phrases such as, “the team helps me get excited about coming into work each day” and “we are there for each other, no matter what.”

The descriptions used by the study participants with medium high grit and resilience scores on the factor, leveraging passion, and experience included words and phrases that demonstrated a growth mindset. Growth mindset is defined as “perceiving a challenge as an opportunity to learn rather than an obstacle to overcome” (Dweck, 2006, p12). A growth mindset is the starting point to building grit and resilience (Dweck, 2006). The growth mindset words and phrases these participants used, included “there are very few problems I can’t solve,” “when things go wrong, I self-assess, work things through and stay positive,” and “I get stale if I am in the same role for too long, I have a burning desire to be skilled.”

**High Grit and Resilience Scores**

Positive connections and support from others are important to the participants with high grit and resilience scores and tended to extend beyond positive connections and support from family, boss, and coworkers to positive connections and support from customers and senior leaders.

Resilient employees do not focus on barriers or failures, are productive through uncertainty, and have fun despite everyday frustrations (Vitality, 2013). This was evidenced in the responses of the study participants with high grit and resilience scores, as they described why leveraging passion and experience is important for them: “I always try to have a great attitude,
no matter what has happened. I have learned that having passion for your work is important in
dealing with day to day issues.” Another respondent added, “for me it is all about learning and
what can I learn from this tough situation.”

A theme that emerged from this analysis of data was that the higher the grit and resilience
scores for the study participants from the Fortune 500 Company, the individual factor of positive
connections and support from others becomes more expansive and inclusive. Additionally,
participants with higher grit and resilience offered more intrinsically focused descriptions of
thriving and more frequently used language that demonstrated a growth mindset.

Research Question 2

What relational factors do participants describe as important for the ability to thrive at work?

Collective perceptions, findings, and conclusions from the 12 research study participants

The results of the concept map exercise demonstrated the importance of having family
and caring coworker support in addition to external support networks in place to thrive at work in
the Fortune 500 Company. All 12 study participants when asked about relational factors that
help them thrive included as the largest circle on their concept map, either, family, boss or
coworkers (team), and six study participants identified external support networks.

These results are consistent with research from two different studies. Findings from the
Thriving Quotient research identified social connectedness as a construct of thriving (Schreiner,
2010). Additionally, Schreiner et al. (2009) found that interpersonal relationships were a
predictive thriving construct leading to success and thriving in college students.

Schmidt and Nourse (2016) identified six resilience-building strategies used by
successful women. One of the strategies outlined in the study was to strengthen and extend
support networks to include: work, personal, professional, industry, and sector (Schmidt &
Norse, 2016). External support networks were identified as important to half of the study participants and included examples similar to the extended network identified by prior research. 

**Low Grit and Resilience Scores and Medium Low Grit and Resilience Scores**

Study participants with low and medium low grit and resilience scores relied on the relational factor of family support and caring coworkers (boss) to enable them to thrive. The descriptions of why this factor was important to them is consistent with the research on thriving from studies that sampled students in higher education as well as research using corporate employees. In regard to relational factors that lead to thriving, none of the study participants with low or medium low grit and resilience scores included the factor of an external network of support on their concept map or in the interviews. One explanation may be that expanding an external network requires motivation and effort. Study participants with low grit and resilience scores may not see the value in extending these efforts or may not be aware of the benefits that an expanded network would provide.  

**Medium High Grit and Resilience Scores and High Grit and Resilience Scores**

Consistent with the other study participants, family and caring coworkers (boss) support was important to enable thriving within the medium high and high grit and resilience scoring participants. In addition to family and caring coworkers, external network support was included in the concept maps and interviews with these study participants. Some examples of extended network individuals listed included, former colleagues, vendors, share groups, nannies, house cleaners, yoga instructors, and others.  

The conclusion from this finding is that employees with higher grit and resilience scores in the corporate organization tend to more frequently acknowledge the broadened support networks they enjoy beyond family and immediate teams to include external support. These
extended networks provide the participants with opportunities to learn, brainstorm ideas, share struggles, broaden perspective, gain additional support, and build social connections. One explanation may be that higher grit and resilience levels within individuals are indicative of more motivation to embrace external network opportunities and greater awareness of the value of these efforts.

**Research Question 3**

*How do participants describe the organizational factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?*

The organizational factors identified as most important to the 12 research study participants formed the two patterns of *sense of resolve and determination* and *time for self and others*. These organizational factors were consistent among the top five rankings within the ranking exercise as well as within the responses to the interview questions.

Spreitzer and Porath (2014) linked self-determination theories to the concept of thriving. Specifically the research linked one of the self-determination theory concepts, autonomous motivation, to thriving. Autonomous motivation is defined as “a sense of autonomy, competence and relatedness” (p. 248). A sense of autonomy is “feeling free from external control”; relatedness was defined as, “positive relations with others”, and competence was defined as, “managing one’s life and surrounding world” (Spreitzer & Porath, 2014, p. 248). The organizational factors that emerged from the present study supports prior research on this topic because study participants used similar words and phrases to demonstrate the self-motivation type behaviors found within autonomous motivation. When asked to explain why the organizational factors that were important to enable a thriving work environment, examples of this connection included self-motivated words and phrases such as “I am making a difference,”
“taking intelligent risk is important, if it doesn’t work, figure out why,” “I need to be able to make decisions quickly,” “I need to be able to put together a plan for myself and take ownership of my work,” “I always continue learning,” “taking responsibility for yourself and your actions,” and “I have been able to take on new projects and new tasks.”

The third research question in the study focused on the organizational factors that relate to thriving at work. No identifiable differences emerged between the grit and resilience scores of the 12 study participants, meaning that across all levels of employees, similar words, phrases, explanations, and ranking orders were found between and within the maximum variation sample.

One explanation for the common themes across all groups could be that the question related to the organization involves less personal thought and reflection than questions related to individual and relational factors. Additionally, the researcher provided the top five organizational factors consistently referenced in previous research related to organizational thriving (purpose, learning, well-being, feedback, and feeling valued) as a part of the ranking exercise. Therefore, these five factors were included in each study participant’s list, with varying order, creating more consistency in the responses overall and perhaps influencing the way the individuals discussed the organizational factors in the interviews with more consistency.

Implications for Practice

The findings from this study demonstrate the following factors lead to thriving of the employees of the Fortune 500 Company: positive connections, support of family, coworkers, and support of others, shared passion, sense of resolve and determination, and time for self and others. Organizations with thriving employees are flexible and respond appropriately and quickly to uncertainty. Because thriving employees are continuously learning, capabilities are being built that enable innovative problem solving and quick reactions to challenges or crises.
Thriving employees are healthier, and therefore, reduce health care costs within organizations (Speitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007). Leaders of corporate organizations are seeking ways to improve turnover rates, engagement, and productivity within the workforce (Wanburg & Banas, 2000). The following recommendations based on the findings from this study can contribute to building grit, resilience, and thriving in employees of corporate organizations:

- Scholars have demonstrated that a growth mindset as well as the traits of grit and resilience can be taught (Dweck, 2016; Gamel, 2014). The present study demonstrates the importance of a growth mindset, grit, and resilience to thriving for employees in corporate settings. Therefore, organizational leaders should invest in developing programs for employees that assess and teach skills related to fostering a growth mindset and implement methods for improving grit and resilience for individuals;

- Leaders should consider incorporating grit and resilience assessments into onboarding processes to begin to build higher levels of grit and resilience from the onset;

- Organizational leaders need to work to foster a positive work climate, build high performing teams that support one another, and model positive family support;

- Organizational leaders should encourage workers to develop a network of external support by providing space and time for workers to get involved in external working groups, industry groups, and support groups (i.e. working women support groups, minority support groups, well-being support groups, etc.);

- Passion and engagement are contagious (Spreitzer & Porath, 2012). Organizational leaders should use passionate and engaged employees to inspire and engage others and consider rewards for passion and engagement demonstrated in employees;
- Organizational leaders should empower employee decision-making and should reward employees for taking responsible risks. Additionally, employees who want to experience improved thriving should seek out roles with more decision-making authority, find opportunities to take risks, build their competence through the role, and build a sense of community within their teams; and,

- Leaders should encourage employees to take time to learn, grow, and participate in well-being activities. Furthermore, providing flexible work hours enables employees to go to doctor appointments, attend school programs and events in support of their families. Work-life integration leads to thriving employees and the present research supports this assertion.

**Implications for Future Research**

The research study included a single Fortune 500 Company headquartered in New Jersey. The sample was limited to employees who had completed both the 14-item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile and the 10-item Grit Gauge over the last 5 years. The findings are not generalizable to other Fortune 500 Companies. Additional qualitative studies of similar nature with other organizations, involving different samples are encouraged.

Different grit and resilience assessments exist and have been included in past research. Replicating a similar study using different grit and resilience assessments and extending the sample to include multiple corporate organizations could yield additional insights and expand the outlook and findings of future studies. Additionally, a mixed methods study including quantitative data related to grit, resilience and thriving, along with qualitative data collection methods would allow for analysis and exploration to provide a broadened perspective of the research topic and reduce any researcher biases. Recommendations for additional future research include:
• Comparing employee perceptions of thriving at for-profit institutions versus nonprofit institutions;

• Longitudinal research related to the career impact over time of grit and resilience training and assessment scores in Fortune 500 Companies;

• Longitudinal research to measure the turnover rates of employees with the lowest and highest grit and resilience scores in a Fortune 500 Company;

• Evaluation of the impact of applied findings from thriving research;

• Comparisons of thriving constructs from various research studies; and,

• Longitudinal research on the impact of growth mindset, grit, and resilience training with a group of elementary aged children through adulthood.

The researcher recommends mixed methods, qualitative and quantitative research designs to thoroughly explore the concepts of grit, resilience, and thriving in higher education institutions and corporate organizations.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A

14 Item Adversity Quotient (AQ) Profile

The AQ Profile 9.2 includes 14 items that span a broad range of situations, ranging from minor annoyances to the death of a loved one, which are scored according to a proprietary algorithm across the four CORE dimensions of AQ. Participants are asked to rate based on a sliding scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 (completely).

Sample items from the AQ Profile®:

1. You miss an important appointment.
   a. To what extent can you influence what happens next?
   b. How likely are you to do something to improve the situation?
   c. This situation negatively affects?
   d. How long will this situation negatively affect you?

2. Someone you care about gets very upset with you.
   a. To what extent can you influence what happens next?
   b. How likely are you to do something to improve the situation?
   c. This situation negatively affects?
   d. How long will this situation negatively affect you?

3. You suffer a financial setback.
   a. To what extent can you influence what happens next?
   b. How likely are you to do something to improve the situation?
   c. This situation negatively affects?
   d. How long will this situation negatively affect you?

4. The project you are working on is a total waste of time.
   a. To what extent can you influence what happens next?
   b. How likely are you to do something to improve the situation?
   c. This situation negatively affects?
   d. How long will this situation negatively affect you?
APPENDIX B

10 Item Grit Gauge

The Grit Gauge includes 10 items that span a broad range of situations that assess both one’s self perception and one’s best guess of other’s GRIT-related perceptions, across Growth, Resilience, Instinct, Tenacity and Robustness, the qualitative dimensions of GRIT. Participants are asked to rate based on a sliding scale from 1 (never) to 10 (always).

Sample items from the GRIT Gauge®:

1. The people who know me best would say I…
   
   a. Am too limited in my thinking  
   b. Respond poorly to diversity in my life  
   c. Give my full energy to whatever I choose to do  
   d. Give my all to everything I do

2. In comparison to everyone around me, over the course of my life I have faced:
   
   a. The most difficulties  
   b. More difficulties that most people in my life  
   c. A normal, pretty average amount of difficulties  
   d. Fewer difficulties than most people in my life  
   e. The fewest difficulties

3. The people who know me best would say I …
   
   a. Seek new ideas  
   b. Put my full energy into what I do  
   c. Make smart choices about where to and where not to invest my energy  
   d. Respond extremely well to most adversities

4. Rate yourself on the following:
   
   a. I step up to get things going  
   b. I generate momentum on the things that matter  
   c. People can count on me to put ideas in motion  
   d. I demonstrate real initiative

5. Rate yourself on the following:
   
   a. I give up on my most important goals  
   b. I respond poorly to adversity  
   c. I make poor choices regarding my goals
d. I tend to be close minded

6. In comparison to everyone else, I tend to:

   a. Put my full effort into what I do
   b. Be an avid learner
   c. Handle tough moments really well
   d. Have good instincts into where or where not to invest my effort
First, thank you for meeting with me today and for completing the first two exercises. I look forward to talking about your responses to those exercises during this interview. Are you comfortable with me recording this interview, so that I don’t miss any of your responses? You have signed a consent form regarding this interview, but I want to remind you that your participation is voluntary and if at any time you want to withdrawal from participation, that is your choice. Shall we proceed?

General information questions:

As I mentioned, we will discuss your responses to the first two exercises, as we move through this interview, but first I would like to ask you some general questions about yourself.

1. How long have you worked for this company?
2. How many different roles have you had, within this company?
3. What do you enjoy most about your current role?
4. Do you feel your work at this organization has enabled you to be at your best every day?
5. How would you define thriving?
6. On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate your ability to thrive in your everyday work?

Individual Factors – questions related to individual factors: growth mindset and positive perspective at work (Dweck, 2006; Schreiner, 2010):

7. As we talk about your ability to thrive at work, can you describe some of the factors that enable you to do your best every day and feel positive about your work?
8. What specific impact does a factor such as (use an example from the participant) have on you? What impact does this factor have on others?
9. When something goes wrong for you with regards to your work, what do you do to help make things better/right?
10. Can you describe a situation where things were going wrong for you at work and what you did to help turn things around?

Relational Factors - questions related to relational factors: social connectedness and professional network (Schreiner, 2010):

In the first exercise (Concept Mapping), I had asked you to develop a concept map regarding the relational factors that you feel help you to thrive at work.

11. Can you describe your map to me?
12. Why did you choose those specific factors?
13. What does this (factor discussed by participant) mean to your ability to thrive at work?
14. Can you describe why you chose the factor in this larger circle to be more important to you than the factor in this smaller circle?
15. Can you explain the connections that you made with your labeled lines and arrows?
16. Why are these social and professional connections important to you and your ability to thrive?

Organizational Factors – questions related to organizational factors: engaged learning through professional development opportunities, coaching, feedback, defined purpose and well-being (Spreitzer & Sutcliffe, 2007; Schreiner, 2010; Spreitzer & Porath, 2012):

In the second exercise, I asked you to use the five factors I provided to you and five of your own factors to describe how organizational factors support your ability to thrive at work.

17. Talk to me about your rankings. What did you chose (factor ranked first by participant) as the most important to you?
18. What do factors 2-5 (from participant list) mean to you and your ability to thrive?
19. Are there any other factors that you would add that you did not include in your own list?

Concluding question:

20. As you think about our discussion today, are there any other factors we have not already discussed, that would enhance your ability to thrive?
APPENDIX D

Social Artifact Exercise 1: Concept Map

Instructions: The purpose of this exercise is to elicit data about the relational factors you attribute towards thriving at work. Start your map with a circle in the middle to constitute thriving at work. Draw other circles around the center circle that begin to represent the types of relational factors that enable someone to thrive at work (i.e. co-worker support, caring boss, family support, etc.). Draw larger circles to represent the types of relational factors that have the most influence on one’s ability to thrive at work, with smaller circles representing relational factors with less influence. You can use labeled lines or arrows to make connections.
APPENDIX E

Social Artifact Exercise 2: Ranking Exercise

Instructions: The purpose of this exercise is to elicit data about the organizational factors you attribute towards thriving at work. Start with the five cards I have provided you that list some of the organizational factors that can enable thriving at work. Develop your own set of five factors. Using the 10 cards, rank the cards from most important to least important in regards to your own ability to thrive at work.

- Receiving Feedback
- Purpose
- Personal Learning
- Well-being Support
- Feeling Valued
## Research Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Data Collection Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1. How do participants describe the individual factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?</td>
<td>4., 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2. What relational factors do participants describe as important for the ability to thrive at work?</td>
<td>11. 12. 13., 14., 15. 16., 17.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3. How do participants describe the organizational factors that relate to their ability to thrive at work?</td>
<td>17. 18., 19.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX G

### RANKING EXERCISE RESULTS

| No. | Theme                          | 1.       | 2.       | 3.       | 4.       | 5.       | 6.       | 7.       | 8.       | 9.       | 10.      |
|-----|-------------------------------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
| 1.  | Work I enjoy                  | Family support | Strong leadership | Flexibility | Trust | Work/life balance | Responsibility | Purpose | Well-being support | Having fun | Quality | Feeling valued |
| 2.  | Receiving feedback            | Purpose | Flexibility | Purpose | Feeling valued | Equality | Personal learning | Purpose | Work/life balance | Purpose | Clear direction | Purpose | Passion |
| 3.  | Feeling valued                | Boss relationship | Clear goals | Well-being support | Purpose | Engaged Team | Personal learning | Opinion matters | Flexibility | Tools | Flexibility |
| 4.  | Well-being support            | Feeling valued | Risk-taking authority | Decision-making authority | Purpose | Feeling valued | Realistic goals | Well-being support | Money | Receiving feedback | Freedom | Growth |
| 5.  | Purpose                       | Engaged co-workers | Trust | Risk-taking | Personal Learning | Well-being support | Feeling valued | Succeeding | Personal learning | Respect | Brands | Personal learning |
| 6.  | Humor                         | Money | Innovation | Stretched | Well-being support | Money | Personal learning | Quality work | Teamwork | Purpose | Feeling valued | Purpose |
| 7.  | Personal learning             | Purpose | Feeling valued | Personal learning | Receiving feedback | Engaged team | Resources | Flexibility | Feeling valued | Feeling valued | Personal learning | Receiving feedback |
| 8.  | Challenged                    | Well-being support | Receiving feedback | Purpose | Feeling valued | Belief in management | Receiving feedback | Opinion matters | Career development opportunities | Personal learning | Receiving feedback | Engaged team |
| 9.  | Recognizing differences       | Receiving feedback | Personal learning | Receiving feedback | Fit environment | Safety | Decision-making | Receiving feedback | Fredon | Well-being support | Insights | Well-being support |
| 10. | Fairness                      | Personal Learning | Well-being support | Money | Flexibility | Receiving feedback | Well-being support | Feeling valued | Receiving feedback | Engaged team | Well-being support | Educational advancement |
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